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Overview of the report
Highlights
Delivering Water for Victoria priorities
The 2016/17 Regional Waterway Program achieved more than 109km of fencing along priority
waterways, 220ha of revegetation, 274ha of willow removal, over 1,370ha of weed control and
armouring at three sites.
Our Catchments, Our Communities
We started a new four year integrated catchment management project in the Providence Ponds and
Perry River catchment, funded by the Victorian Government’s Our Catchments, Our Communities
initiative. A Strategic Directions Statement and project implementation plan have been developed
through consultation with the project Stakeholder Reference Group and the local community.
In addition, a regional partnership health audit was undertaken to assess the health of our partnerships
and the needs of our partners. Over 30 organisations, representing more than 60 people, participated
in the audit.

Regional Landcare events
Successful events held throughout the year include a ‘30 years of Landcare Green Carpet’ celebration
at the Heyfield Wetlands and an inaugural two day Intrepid Landcare Retreat at Wilsons Promontory to
inspire and empower young people (between the ages of 18 and 35) to become involved in Landcare
activities. We also ran a regional expression of interest process, in partnership with Landcare networks.
This resulted in 49 projects being funded through the Australian Government’s Regional Community
Grants and State Government’s Victorian Landcare Grants.
Partnerships with Traditional Owners
Our ongoing commitment to the process of cultural competency has strengthened communication and
engagement with Traditional Land owning groups, resulting in an increase in work On Country and in
the area of traditional ecological knowledge. Our cultural competency journey has been shared across
Victoria, assisting other agencies to engage with Traditional Owners in the regions in which they work.
Sustainable Irrigation Program
This year the Sustainable Irrigation Program delivered 21 new or updated irrigation farm plans, which
will influence 2,103ha of land in the Macalister Irrigation District. Thirteen on-farm irrigation efficiency
projects (reuse systems, spray irrigation and best practice surface irrigation) were also completed
covering an area of 655ha, providing estimated water savings of over 1,310ML/yr.
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Corner Inlet Connections
The Corner Inlet Connections project, funded by the Australian Government’s National Landcare
Programme, was delivered for its fourth year in partnership with Parks Victoria, DELWP, Yarram
Yarram Landcare and South Gippsland Landcare networks. The main activities included fox control
on Snake and Dream islands; coastal saltmarsh protection; Spartina control; development of Soil
Erosion Management Plans; stabilisation of sites affected by hillslope/gully erosion; and fencing and
revegetating priority waterways to reduce sediment and nutrient runoff.
Alpine Peatlands
This was the fourth year of a five year Australian Government’s National Landcare Programme funded
project to protect the EPBC listed Alpine Peatlands community from high priority threats. Activities
included peatland condition assessments; restoration work; pest plant and animal surveillance and
control. The project continues over 10 years of investment by Parks Victoria and is delivered in
partnership with Parks Victoria and four other CMAs.
Water for the environment
More than 19GL of water for the environment was released into the Thomson, Macalister and Latrobe
rivers. This water helped support native fish, wildlife and vegetation.

Challenges
Changing demographics
There continues to be changing demographics in the region and we see more absentee farmers, ageing
landowners and urban-based farmers.
Rural land use
Increased population growth and urbanisation of rural land continues as a result of people moving
away from the city to the coast and countryside. This not only changes the demographics of the area
but we are seeing an increase in change of rural land use.
Volunteer uncertainty
The changing demographics of an ageing population may produce more, or fewer, volunteers and
the region needs to meet these recruitment and retention challenges in the coming years. The role of
Landcare and Waterwatch needs to be understood in this context.
Increased expectations
There continues to be an increase in demand and expectations from individuals and communities
wanting to undertake catchment improvement works. Having sufficient funding to support this
demand is a challenge.
Industry transition
The closure of Hazelwood power station along with changes to the timber industry presents some
unique challenges in the years to come. The region is also experiencing an increase in large scale
corporate owned agricultural enterprises (e.g. horticultural and dairy sectors). There continues to be
pressure on the dairy sector resulting from a downturn in markets. This may affect some landholders’
ability to engage in environmental restoration activities.
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Key initiatives and projects
We plan and implement initiatives around two key planning and delivery frameworks. Our strategic
focus is guided by a Board endorsed five year Strategic Plan (2013 – 2018). Supporting and activating
this is an annual Corporate Plan that provides an annual depiction of programs, initiatives and
projects developed and funded by both the state and Australian governments. These all contribute to
the Corporate Plan objectives specifically relating to NRM; to manage the region under a ‘whole of
catchment’ model, and improve the region’s priority landscapes. Key documents such as the Regional
Catchment Strategy and the Regional Waterway Strategy, which support government policy and
legislation, also help guide funding. These documents are available on the WGCMA website.
Table 1 is a summary of the key initiatives and projects delivered in 2016/17. All projects that were
not 100% complete as of 30 June 2017 will continue to be implemented in 2017/18. This was the
fourth year implementing the suite of regional delivery projects funded by the Australian Government’s
five year National Landcare Programme (NLP) and the Victorian Government’s five year Victorian
Environmental Partnerships Program (VEPP). These projects will continue to be implemented over the
next year. WGCMA completed delivery of the 2015/16 Victorian Water Program Investment (EC3) at
December 31st 2016, as it had an 18-month timeline. In 2016/17, WGCMA commenced implementing
the new four year Victorian Water Program Investment (EC4) funding agreement, which delivers
on State (Water for Victoria, Our Catchments, Our Communities) and regional priorities (Regional
Catchment Strategy, Regional Waterway Strategy). Percentage complete for these projects are based
upon annual progress toward the overall four year program (i.e. completion of Year 1 = 25%).
Table 1: Key projects delivered in 2016/17
Funding source
Australian
Government funding

Victorian Water
Program Investment
Framework

4

Project Name

Percentage
complete

Regional Delivery – Corner Inlet Connections

80%

Regional Delivery – Indigenous Partnerships and Participation

80%

Regional Delivery – Alpine Peatlands

80%

Regional Delivery – Red Gum Grassy Plains

80%

Regional Delivery – NLP Regional Community Grants

75%

Regional Delivery – Regional Landcare Facilitator

80%

Regional Delivery – Healthy Soils Sustainable Farms

80%

Regional Delivery – Gippsland Nutrient Management
Consortium

80%

1516 Water Program Management and Coordination

100%

1516 Managing Community Waterways

100%

1516 Regional Waterway Program

100%

1516 West Gippsland CMA Floodplain Management Strategy

75%

1516 Accelerating Riparian Management in West Gippsland

100%

1516 Improving Wetlands and Estuaries in West Gippsland

100%

1516 Sustainable Irrigation in WGCMA

90%

1617 Agnes River Partnership Project

50%

1617 WGCMA Landcare Support RLC

100%
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Table 1: Key projects delivered in 2016/17 continued
Funding source
Victorian Water
Program Investment
Framework

Gippsland Lakes
Coordinating
Committee

Other state based
funding

Project Name

Percentage
complete

1617 Victorian Landcare Grants in WGCMA

67%

1617 Landcare 30th Anniversary Grant

100%

WGCMA Statutory Functions

25%

Caretaker of Waterway Health

25%

Waterway Works – Corner Inlet

25%

Waterway Works – Gippsland Lakes and Tributaries

25%

Waterway Works – Other Priority Waterways

25%

WGCMA Strategic Floodplain Management

25%

Rivers 2040 Evaluation Trial Thomson River

25%

West Gippsland Our Catchments Project

25%

Managing Environmental Water

25%

Thomson River Fish Passage

25%

Community Engagement for Environmental Water

25%

Sustainable Irrigation in WGCMA

25%

Core 4 in the Macalister Irrigation District

30%

Dowds Morass Saline Inundation: Assessment and
Management Options

30%

Water Quality Hot Spots – Reducing Sediment Loads to the
Gippsland Lakes

30%

Heart Morass Outlet Structure

75%

VEPP – Cape Liptrap to Bunurong

80%

Estuary Entrance Management in West Gippsland

30%

Tarwin River Blackfish Translocation Study Phase 2

80%

A summary of the work that has been delivered during the reporting period as a result of the key
projects against DELWP standard outputs is provided in the table below. The outputs are recorded
spatially by project staff as further evidence of achievement.
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Table 2: Outputs achieved in 2016/17
Actual
2015-16

Actual
2016-17

Number

22

14

Irrigation infrastructure

Hectares

986

153

Waterway structure

Number

-

1

Terrestrial structure

Number

2

6

Monitoring structure

Number

9

19

Kilometres

87

74

Vegetation

Hectares

278

247

Weed control

Hectares

3,453

2,350

Pest animal control

Hectares

7,897

2,903

Earth works

Hectares

21.34

16

Management services

Water regimes

Number

4

10

Planning and regulation

Approval and advice

Number

937

1,269

Management agreement

Number

29

39

Assessment

Number

103

310

Participants

1,330

2,772

Partnership

Number

38

27

Plan

Number

35

27

Publication

Number

13

52

Information management system

Number

1

5

Category

Output

Structural works

Water storage

Fence
Environmental works

Engagement event
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Summary of financial results
Five year financial summary

16/17

15/16

14/15

13/14

12/13

$’000

$’000

$’000

$’000

$’000

Income from Government

10,951

9,852

8,568

14,288

12,464

Total Income from Transactions

13,547

12,298

10,854

17,533

15,564

Total Expenses from Transactions

11,443

11,271

13,161

16,391

14,730

Net Result from Transactions

2,104

1,027

(2,307)

1,142

834

Net Result for the Period

2,121

1,098

(2,178)

1,180

1,150

Net Cash Flow from Operating Activities

2,425

2,201

(1,720)

1,866

(620)

17,032

14,923

13,576

15,717

14,165

1,757

1,769

1,624

1,588

1,298

Total Assets
Total Liabilities
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Chair and CEO’s report
The year ahead represents a significant landmark for catchment management authorities. It will be
our 20th year of operation. We transition into this milestone with significant momentum and a strong
record of achievement.
With nearly 20 years of operation behind us it is satisfying to reflect on what has been a period
of significant change for the West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority (WGCMA) and
integrated catchment management in general.
Our foundations are built on the historical efforts of river management entities and the Catchment and
Land Protection Boards.
Our region is diverse and unique. To have had the opportunity to protect and enhance the region’s
environment and landscapes through an ongoing integrated catchment management approach has
been a major factor in our successes.
A constant feature of the WGCMA approach has been the engagement of energetic local people and
organisations, to take action that help ensure future generations and the environment prosper from
the wealth our region’s natural resources provide. While not a new concept, the need for integrated
catchment management remains important, particularly in the face of climate change. It is our charter
and we are determined to facilitate and coordinate our efforts well into the future.
Reflecting on and learning from the past we understand that to achieve lasting results we need to
nurture a partnership focused culture, but we remain conscious of our need to be nimble and adaptive.
Leading our efforts, is a diverse, skills-based and mature Board with extensive links to the community.
This ensures we are in touch with regional and local community needs, while helping government
deliver its policies and programs and meeting our statutory obligations.
Supporting the Board are two community based advisory groups. These groups are now in their second
year of operation and bring energy and a broad range of experiences and connections. The Community
Advisory Groups are a critical source of input and feedback to the Board and are chaired by Board
members. They provide strategic advice on policy and projects, which are guided by the West Gippsland
Regional Catchment Strategy. The members of these groups also help us identify emerging issues and
provide a channel for information exchange with the broader community.
Our physical environment over the last 12 months continues to be variable. These conditions were
challenging for our farming partners and also impacted on some ecological processes. The natural closure
of many estuaries as result of low river flows is an example of a challenge that arises during drier times.
Whilst such events are a challenge, we do know the closures also assisted in triggering a number of vital
environmental processes such as native vegetation germination and fish migration. Furthermore our
relationship with Traditional Owners has provided an even deeper understanding of the importance of
these environmental cycles and provide a perspective that extends back thousands of years.
This year there have been some major social and economic shifts in the WGCMA region. The closure
of Hazelwood power station along with changes to the timber industry presents some unique
challenges in the years to come. Whilst it is not clear what impacts these shifts may have on the natural
environment, we are committed to assisting government in understanding the impacts as well as
managing a significant change process that is underway. Additionally, through community contacts we
can provide vital links between community and government.
It seems clear that seasonal variability, linked to climate change, will continue to be a feature within
our region and as such we are developing and adapting plans and strategies to intelligently manage
catchment and broader environmental systems subject to change. This is emerging as a key focus
for the WGCMA. Much of the work we do is focused on building the resilience of natural systems to
allow for seasonal variability and change. In reflecting on the evolution of the various plans the CMA
coordinates it is clear there is strong alignment across each of them. This, by design ensures that we
8
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work in concert to direct efforts not only seeking to improve the health of our catchments today, but
also prepare them for the challenges that lie ahead. Issues in the coastal and marine environment will
form a focal point for the organisation.
Our commitment to delivering programs and initiatives funded by the Victorian and Australian
governments continues. Examples of these can be found throughout the Annual Report as well as on
our continually evolving website, www.wgcma.vic.gov.au
Progress in delivering the Regional Waterway Strategy has gathered significant momentum following
the endorsement of key initiatives by the Andrews’ Government supporting policies articulated in Water
for Victoria that was released during 2016/17. Playing our role in delivering on a statewide commitment
of $222 million over four years for Waterway Health and Integrated Catchment Management is a major
driver in shaping the work we do over the coming years.
In terms of our organisational focus for the year, much of our work is underpinned by our 2016/17
Action Plan. This year we have achieved 96% delivery of identified actions. This is a testament to the
staff who are both focused and professional in their conduct.
This year Victorian Government funding has helped deliver a range of important projects. We also
embraced opportunities to deliver programs for the Australian Government as part the National Landcare
Programme. These programs augment long-term focus on Corner Inlet, the Red Gum Plains, Alpine
Peatlands and Aboriginal partnerships. Central to these projects, and in demonstration of our partnership
commitment culture, is the delivery of many activities by Landcare and other partner organisations.
Key outputs delivered throughout the year include:
•

over 2,956 hectares of weed inspected and treated to protect environmental assets

•

over 363 hectares of vegetation enhancement and protection to support biodiversity and river
health outcomes

•

9,056 hectares of land set to benefit from the completion of whole farm plans, irrigation farm
plans and soil erosion management plans

•

1,312 megalitres of on-farm water saving measures to improve farm productivity and the
environment

•

the completion of our annual Spartina control program in Corner Inlet and Anderson Inlet, where
over 276 hectares of control work was completed.

A key function for us is our role in providing statutory services and advice. In the last financial year, we
processed 763 planning permit referrals and requests for flood advice. In addition we provide support
and assistance to ensure appropriate permitting and planning is undertaken to protect waterways and
floodplains in the region. We have also been coordinating the development of the Regional Floodplain
Management Strategy, which has progressed well with significant and intelligent input from our local
government and emergency services partners, as well as the community. It is due for completion later in
2017 and will be a vital tool in strategically managing the region’s flood risks.
We continue to move forward with a strong emphasis on partnerships in the work we do, both at
a delivery and administrative level. Partnerships are the bedrock of our continued successes. This
year, as part of our continuous improvement approach to conducting our business, we conducted
a comprehensive independent partnership health audit. The results were very encouraging and the
feedback will assist us in improving the strategic relationships needed to protect and improve the
environmental health of our region.
In terms of our well established partnerships, our relationship with Traditional Owners continues to
grow. Once again it was extremely gratifying to build our organisational cultural competency and
work closely with the Traditional Owners of the land and waters we are working hard to protect and
enhance. Our work with the Gunaikurnai Land and Waters Aboriginal Corporation (GLaWAC) is now
strongly embedded in our planning and delivery activities.
Annual Report 2016/17
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An exciting development this year was significant progress on establishing a working relationship
with the Bunurong Land Council, which covers a large proportion of the southwestern reaches of
the WGCMA region. We were able to conduct a number of events to assist our staff and partners in
understanding the cultural significance of this part of the region.
Another long-term partner that continues to flourish is Landcare. Driving around the region it is clear
the community is progressing local initiatives, making a big difference at the regional scale. Further
evidence of the versatility and innovation of Landcare in the region was the hosting of an Intrepid
Landcare event. This event, which WGCMA helped organise and support, saw environmentallyminded young people congregate at Wilsons Promontory over a weekend in May as part of Victoria’s
first Intrepid Landcare Retreat. The retreat brought together 20 young people to hike, work with the
‘Friends of the Prom’ and participate in activities to inspire and empower them to take further work
in the Landcare space. Attendees came from across the state but Gippsland was well represented
including participants from Yarram, Sale, the Latrobe Valley, Phillip Island, Inverloch, Mirboo North, Moe
and Leongatha. We will be looking to build on the success of this event with a goal of having more
young people participate in Landcare and CMA activities.
We continue our long-term commitment to provide material and administrative support for Landcare
across the region.
At a state level it is fulfilling to be part of maturing industry. This year saw the creation of
VicCatchments which is a strong demonstration of the 10 CMAs working closely together. Whilst
CMAs have always shared resources and knowledge this new entity provides a level of formalisation,
ensuring we work collectively for many years to come.
Looking ahead, the 2017/18 year promises to be an exciting time for natural resource management
with key state policies related to catchment management, water and biodiversity gathering
momentum. The review of the Marine and Coastal Act will have an impact on the five coastal CMAs
and we remain ready to extend our capacity in that aspect of business, should the need arise.
The establishment of key policy directions through Water for Victoria and Protecting Victoria’s
Environment – Biodiversity 2036, as well as Our Catchments, Our Communities Integrated Catchment
Management in Victoria 2016-19 and the implementation of the VAGO CMA Action Plan have created
opportunities for WGCMA and our partners to build on the work done in previous years. We remain
committed to helping government deliver on policy while maintaining our high standards in project
delivery and sound governance at all levels of the organisation.
Finally we would like to thank our community, partner organisations, staff and Board for their
dedication in delivering the many positive outcomes we have achieved over the past twelve months.
We look forward to working with you all on the challenges ahead.
In accordance with the Financial Management Act 1994 we are pleased to present the West Gippsland
Catchment Management Authority’s Annual Report for the year ending 30 June 2017.

Angus Hume (Chair) 			
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About the West
Gippsland region
Overview of the region
Total land area
Population
Tenure
Highest point
River basins
Biggest employment sector
Traditional custodians

17,685 km2
200,000 approx.
46% Public ownership and 54% Private ownership
Mt. Howitt 1738 metres
Latrobe, Thomson and South Gippsland
Manufacturing, construction and agriculture

Gunaikurnai*
(Brataualung, Brabralung, Tatungalung, Brayakaulung)
Kulin
(Bunurong, Wurundjeri, Boon Wurrung)

*Spelling endorsed by the Gunaikurnai elders in 2012
Municipalities

Latrobe City, Wellington, Baw Baw, South Gippsland and Bass
Coast. Plus small areas of Mansfield and East Gippsland

Bioregions

Gippsland Plain, Highlands Southern Fall, Strzelecki Ranges,
Wilson’s Promontory, Victorian Alps, East Gippsland Lowlands

Marine bioregions
Wetlands of international
importance
The region provides

Central Victoria, Flinders, Twofold Shelf and Victorian Embayments

Gippsland Lakes and Corner Inlet Ramsar Sites

23% of Australia’s milk production, the vast majority of Victoria’s
electricity and gas (offshore), and about 60% of Melbourne’s water

Annual Report 2016/17
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Briagolong

Noojee
Erica

Walhalla
Heyfield

Maffra
Stratford

Loch
Sport

SALE

WARRAGUL

Koorumburra
Leongatha

Mirboo
North

Won
Wron

Meeniyan
Wonthaggi

Inverloch

Paradise
Beach

TRARALGON

MOE

Yarram

Foster

LEGEND
Towns
Roads
Major Waterway

N
Tidal
River

The West Gippsland region and the environment
we work in
Integrated catchment management is subject to changing trends due to increased understanding, the
ongoing development of new conceptual frameworks, the advent or recognition of new threats and
changes in capacity to deal with these as well as existing threats.
Australia is a signatory to a number of international agreements on the environment and is a participant to
the Ramsar Convention for the protection of wetlands of international significance for migratory wading
birds. Australia has a number of intergovernmental agreements on issues such as the environment, salinity
and water reform. Policy frameworks are developed by state and federal governments to reflect current
thinking and provide interpretation to resource managers at a regional level.
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Catchment management authorities have an important role as caretakers of river health and as the
manager of the environmental water reserve. These roles and the historic experience operating in long
periods of drought, allows WGCMA to have a clear focus on understanding water yields and water
needs in the region over the coming years.
We are also well positioned to assist during recovery following natural disasters. Historically the
organisation has coordinated recovery efforts relating to both fire and flood. In both instances we
were available to undertake assessment work of damage done and work with government to develop
programs that can be rolled out to assist in rehabilitation.
The region is also subject to varying social, economic and environmental trends that will affect how
Gippsland’s natural resource base is managed into the future, including:
•

impacts of an expanding peri-urban fringe

•

increasing demand on water

•

climate change influencing weather patterns, sea levels and flooding

•

managing environmental impacts associated with extractive industries and their rehabilitation

•

intensification of the traditional primary industry base

•

diversification of agribusiness

•

changing economics and politics of agriculture

•

industrial restructure and downsizing

•

ageing farming community

•

changing land use

•

increasing threats from pest plants and animals

The West Gippsland region has a unique landscape consisting of rolling hills, extensive networks of
rivers, streams and creeks, wetlands, red gum plains, mountain ranges, vast floodplains and coastal
areas. This diversity is attractive to tourism and recreation and the close proximity to Melbourne places
continual pressure on the environment as a result of urban expansion.
The region’s waterways and aquifers have also been placed under pressure to provide high quality
water to meet the residential demands of Melbourne and the increased use of water for intensive
farming, agriculture, urban, power generation and other industrial use.
Gippsland has a variety of primary industries particularly dairying, forestry, grazing and intensive
horticulture. These activities have attracted an increase in secondary and tertiary industries that have
significantly contributed to the increase of GDP for the region.
The region also boasts major fossil fuel deposits that are mined to produce most of Victoria’s electricity.
We work closely with the mining industry to ensure impacts on the region’s natural resources, including
the coastline, are minimised. At the same time we work closely with our communities across the region
and are able to reflect their views to government on the impacts of continued extraction of fossil fuels
and the adoption of alternative sources of energy.

Annual Report 2016/17
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Catchment reporting
The Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) and ten Victorian catchment
management authorities (CMAs) have worked together to develop an improved framework for annual
catchment condition reporting. The statewide framework includes a set of agreed catchment condition
indicators and aims to provide a more consistent approach across Victoria. WGCMA has adopted the
framework for 2016/17 reporting.
This year’s report provides a high level assessment of the condition of waterways, biodiversity, land,
coast and community within the WGCMA region. It is based on the best available data, expert advice
and evidence gathered from within the WGCMA and its partners throughout the year.
It is important to recognise that overall catchment condition changes very slowly over time and
catchment-wide assessments are usually only available at irregular and widely spaced intervals.
Highlights in this section are drawn from programs and projects that are contributing towards the West
Gippsland Regional Catchment Strategy (RCS) implementation. A progress report that marked the third
year of RCS implementation was prepared and presented to the WGCMA Board, which showed that at
the end of year three 69% of RCS management measures were being implemented, leaving 31% that
are not being implemented.
All WGCMA managed programs and projects involve partnerships and collaboration and deliver on
priorities identified in current State policy and regional strategies including Water for Victoria, Our
Catchments, Our Communities, the West Gippsland RCS and Regional Waterway Strategy.

Management of land and water resources
Waterways
The condition of rivers, wetlands and estuaries
Waterways in the West Gippsland region are of high environmental, social, economic and cultural
value. They provide important habitat for a range of plants and animals, including places of refuge in
times of drought. Our waterways support community values, which include the supply of water for
industrial, agricultural and domestic use and recreational pursuits such as kayaking, bird watching and
fishing. The Gunaikurnai, Bunurong and Boon Wurrung peoples have a strong cultural connection to
waterways across the region.
In the north of the region, the Thomson, Macalister, Avon and Perry rivers flow from alpine areas and the
forested slopes of the Great Dividing Range. The Thomson and Macalister rivers have their flow regulated
in the mid to upper catchments by the major storages of Thomson Reservoir (primarily for Melbourne’s
domestic supply) and Lake Glenmaggie (for the Macalister Irrigation District). Further downstream on the
Thomson River, Cowwarr Weir also diverts water for the Macalister Irrigation District (MID).
The Avon and Perry rivers in the far east of the region are unregulated. The upstream reaches of
the Avon River flow through wilderness areas before entering land used for grazing and irrigated
horticulture. The Perry River is a chain of ponds waterway and is ephemeral for much of its length. The
Perry joins the Avon River upstream of the estuary and then flows to Lake Wellington.
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In the central part of the region is the Latrobe River. The catchment of the Latrobe River features vast
tracts of forest through the Strzelecki Ranges and the Great Dividing Range, where tributary streams
rise and flow to the Latrobe River and ultimately to Lake Wellington. The main types of land use include
agriculture and mining for brown coal, used at major thermal power stations to produce electricity. Blue
Rock Dam and Moondarra Reservoir are two major storages on tributaries of the Latrobe River, with
Lake Narracan located on the Latrobe itself just upstream of the Yallourn power station.
In South Gippsland, the waterways are short and flow from the Strzelecki and Hedley ranges through
productive agricultural land as well as areas of high conservation value (including Wilsons Promontory and
the Tarra Bulga National Park). The major rivers of South Gippsland include the Powlett, Tarwin, Franklin,
Agnes, Albert and Tarra rivers. Further east are Bruthen and Merriman creeks. All of the South Gippsland
rivers are unregulated; however there are a number of off-stream storages in the Tarwin and Powlett river
catchments and off takes for domestic township water supply on a number of rivers and creeks.
Over 1,500 wetlands larger than one hectare are in our region. Together they total more than
44,000ha. We have a number of significant wetlands and wetland complexes, including two
internationally important Ramsar sites (Corner Inlet and Gippsland Lakes) and 11 sites listed as
nationally important under the Directory of Important Wetlands Australia.
Estuaries located along the region’s coastline include brackish mouths of rivers and streams that flow
into the ocean or a large embayment (Corner Inlet), coastal barrier lagoons (Jack Smith Lake, Gippsland
Lakes) and inlets (Anderson and Shallow inlets).
The environmental condition of waterways is dependent upon habitat, water regimes, water quality,
vegetation and connectivity. External factors including land use, urban development, recreational
activities, extraction of water, extreme events (drought, floods and bushfires) and climate change can all
directly influence the environmental condition and values of waterways.

Waterways Benchmark – The Index of Stream Condition
The environmental condition of rivers in Victoria is assessed using the Index of Stream Condition (ISC)
benchmarking tool. The ISC brings together data from a variety of sources to give a detailed overview
of river and stream condition across the state. The ISC examines five sub-indices: hydrology (flow
regimes), streamside zone (native vegetation extent, condition and weeds), physical form (bank stability,
woody debris and artificial barriers), water quality and aquatic life (macroinvertebrates).
The third and most recent ISC benchmarking exercise was undertaken in 2010. The overall results for
West Gippsland indicate that 34% of the stream lengths assessed were in excellent to good condition,
with 53% in moderate condition (see Figure 1 on page 16). Forty-nine percent of the reaches that were
assessed demonstrated an overall improvement in condition between 2004 and 2010.
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Figure 1: West Gippsland Index of Stream Condition results
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•

Over half (55%) of the stream length in the Thomson basin was found to be in good or excellent
condition. Of the remainder, 41% of stream length was in moderate condition and just 3% and
1% in poor and very poor condition respectively.

•

One-third (34%) of the stream length in the Latrobe basin was in good or excellent condition, with
a further 44% in moderate condition, 9% in poor condition and 13% in very poor condition.

•

Almost three-quarters (74%) of the stream length in the South Gippsland basin was in moderate
condition. Of the remainder, 10% was in good condition, 10% was in poor condition and 5% was
in very poor condition. Only 0.4% (representing one reach) of stream length was found to be in
excellent condition.
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Waterways Benchmark – The Index of Wetland Condition
The Index of Wetland Condition (IWC) assesses the condition of Victoria’s wetlands. The IWC has 13
variables that measure six aspects of wetland condition including: the wetland catchment, physical
form, hydrology, water properties, soils and biota. Assessments in West Gippsland were conducted
in 2009/10 and 2010/11. Seventy-two wetlands have been assessed using the IWC. Of the sites
assessed, the majority were in moderate to good condition (18 and 29 respectively), 12 were in
excellent condition and 13 were in poor to very poor condition. Wetlands in the moderate to very poor
categories had much lower scores for the catchment and hydrology subindexes. This may be attributed
to drought conditions experienced in 2009/10. It is important to note that the wetlands assessed only
represent a small percentage of existing wetlands within the region.
Waterways Benchmark – The Index of Estuary Condition
A consistent method for assessing the environmental condition of Victorian estuaries has been
developed by DELWP. The Index of Estuary Condition (IEC) consists of five themes: physical form,
hydrology, water quality, flora and fauna. Victorian estuaries will be monitored between 2017 and 2020
to deliver the first state-wide IEC assessment. (Source:
https://www.water.vic.gov.au/waterways-and-catchments/rivers-estuaries-and-waterways/estuaries)

2016–2017 Annual Waterways Condition Assessment
Waterways Assessment 2016/17
Positive

An optimistic future with evidence that events during the
year will have a positive impact in the longer term.

Reasons for assessment
•

slightly above average rainfall in 2016/17

•

increased annual river inflow compared to the past two years

•

one flood event, localised to the Avon River in July 2016

•

no major bushfire events

•

monitoring data is showing good fish migratory and recruitment numbers

•

the security of investment in waterway health for the next four years through the Victorian
Government’s EC4 funding program

•

successful delivery of environmental flow releases and implementation of strategic waterway projects

•

excellent conditions for establishing riparian revegetation throughout the year

•

improved coordination arrangements for the Gippsland Lakes through the new Gippsland Lakes
Coordinating Committee

16/17 Program Highlights
Delivering Water for Victoria priorities
This year’s annual regional waterway program, our core waterway health program, resulted in:
•

fencing of 109km along priority waterways to exclude stock

•

revegetating 220ha along priority waterways

•

inspected and treated 840ha of willow

•

controlling weeds over 1,370ha of land

•

armouring at three sites
Annual Report 2016/17
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Environmental Water Program
Highlights from the 2016/17 Environmental Water program include:
•

more than 19GL of environmental water released into the Thomson, Macalister, and Latrobe rivers

•

partnering with Southern Rural Water (SRW) to complete the detailed design of a bypass channel
on Maffra Weir for improved flow measurement, considering the layout and placement of a future
fishway on the weir

•

approvals process undertaken for lower Latrobe wetlands watering infrastructure projects

•

installation of two lower Latrobe wetlands gauging stations

•

strong recruitment of juvenile migratory fish (i.e. tupong) in the Thomson and Macalister rivers

Corner Inlet Connections
The fourth year of the Corner Inlet Connections Program was delivered in partnership with Parks
Victoria, DELWP, Yarram Yarram Landcare and South Gippsland Landcare networks. Highlights include:
•

fox control on Snake Island and Dream Island covering approximately 5,000ha

•

protection of 50ha of coastal saltmarsh

•

fencing 9.5km along priority waterways, combined with 20.5ha of revegetation to reduce sediment
and nutrient runoff

•

developing five Soil Erosion Management Plans

•

addressing hillslope/gully erosion over 16.3ha (across three sites) through 2km fencing and 6.7ha
revegetation

•

treating Spartina across the 34,000ha Ramsar site, including lower river reaches

Waterways case study
Protecting Corner Inlet Waterways – Walla
Walla Creek
When Katie and Ben James found “Winterbourne”
at Toora North, they knew it was exactly what they
wanted for their family – 35 acres of lush, green
forest featuring a picture-perfect 1920s wood cabin.
They recognised the privilege of being the custodians
of such a beautiful corner of the world and as they
started to realise the challenges the property was
facing, it became their goal to restore the forest to its
natural state.
“What we didn’t realise was how little we knew,”
Katie says.
“We saw this beautiful forest with lovely drooping
willows that the kids could play in. We didn’t realise
a lot of that green lushness was blackberry, or that
willows were an issue.”
As they began to understand the magnitude of their
problem, it was recommended that they join their
local Agnes River Landcare group.
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“Our willow was a forest of willow,” Katie says.
“As pretty as it was, we used to walk through it and there would be no sounds of wildlife, nothing.
Just silence and stillness – there was no life other than the willows. We called it the Swamp of
Sadness, out of the Never Ending Story.”
Ben and Katie were advised that their only hope of eradicating the willow was to ‘drill and fill’ –
drill holes in each individual plant and fill the holes with neat Roundup, then wait for the trees to
die. The process would have taken decades.
They would never have seen the restoration of the forest in their lifetime, so Katie decided to look
into it a bit more. She was referred to the West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority, and
their project coordinator, Richard Allen.
Rich said the first thing that grabbed his attention was Ben and Katie’s commitment and
enthusiasm for their property and the changes they wanted to make.
“Ben and Katie’s place is on Walla Walla Creek which is largely willow free,” explained Rich.
“We recognised that this was the perfect project – super motivated landholders willing to put in
their own time and effort, as well as an opportunity rid the whole Walla Walla Creek Valley of
willows.
“Their property fits right in with our Agnes River project, and we were able to fund it through our
Waterways Program,” continued Rich.
Rich decided to use a combination of drill and fill and an excavator to remove the willows.
Katie said when the work was completed, the landscape had completely changed.
“There were hills we hadn’t known were there. There were parts of the creek we couldn’t see,
there were gullies we hadn’t realised existed. The willow was blocking it like a wall.
And the Swamp of Sadness?
“It was cleared, and although it looked lush and green before and now it looks desolate and
destroyed, the wildlife and the birdlife have already come back. It’s like the earth can breathe
again,” Ben says.
“And at the first chance of sun, air and moisture with the clearing of the willow, blackwood
seedlings have sprung up everywhere. The willow was blocking the indigenous life that was here.”
Tiny ferns are also sprouting from the newly cleared ground, marking the start of the indigenous
forest’s regeneration, and creating cover for other plants to also begin their recovery.
“This is our first and biggest step in achieving what we want here – complete, authentic
biodiversity, true to what would have been here before European settlement,” Katie says.
“A project that would have lasted the rest of our lives and beyond, is now something we can hope
to see real results from within five years – the change is just amazing.
“A lot of people are restoring forest by replanting on cleared land. Our focus is more on weed
control than planting – to regenerate the indigenous forest by taking the forest of willow and
blackberry away.
Although they still have a huge, and ongoing, job ahead, the James’s couldn’t be happier.
“We’re into the fun part now; seeing our progress. Having the willow taken away has opened
everything up for us.”
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Biodiversity
The condition of native habitat and the health of native species
West Gippsland is floristically diverse, with six of Victoria’s 22 terrestrial bioregions represented in the
region. All of the Wilsons Promontory bioregion and the majority of the Strzelecki Ranges bioregion
occur in West Gippsland. The Gippsland Plain bioregion is the most extensive bioregion and has been
heavily impacted by historic clearing for agriculture, industry and settlement. The Highlands Southern
Fall bioregion is the next most extensive and is mostly within public land in State Forests and Parks. The
northern boundary cuts through the Alps bioregion and a small part of the East Gippsland Lowlands
bioregion is encompassed on the eastern boundary of the region.
Four of the five Victorian marine bioregions are represented in the West Gippsland region: Central
Victoria (San Remo to Cape Liptrap); Flinders (Wilsons Promontory to the western extent of the Ninety
Mile Beach); Twofold Shelf (from the western extent of Ninety Mile Beach eastwards); and Victorian
Embayments (bays, inlets and estuaries).
While the region is home to diverse terrestrial, marine and aquatic flora and fauna species, many of
these are threatened. Over 105 fauna and flora species listed under the Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) and 193 of Victoria’s threatened species formally listed
under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (FFG Act) have been recorded in the region. There is a
high representation of endangered, rare and vulnerable ecological vegetation classes (EVC) across the
region.
Approximately 48% of pre-1750 native vegetation cover remains, much of which is in a fragmented or
degraded state. Most remaining native vegetation is located within public land, with very good native
vegetation cover in the upper catchment areas. Conversely, native vegetation extent is classified as poor
to moderate in the lower reaches of our catchments.
Habitat hectare assessments indicate native vegetation site conditions range from very poor to good.
Sites in poorer condition are generally closer to towns (such as Wonthaggi, Leongatha and Stratford)
and within areas of intense agricultural production.
A range of challenges can impact on the condition of biodiversity within the West Gippsland region.
These include fragmentation and lack of connectivity of remnant vegetation, reduced extent and
condition of flora and fauna communities, competition from invasive plants and animals, urban
development and climate change. Ongoing protection and restoration work is required to build the
resilience of EVCs throughout the region for their survival into the future.

Biodiversity Benchmark – Strategic Biodiversity Score
The biodiversity benchmark condition assessment is based upon Strategic Biodiversity Score mapping
developed by DELWP. The mapping is based on multiple spatial models of vegetation condition,
ecosystem types, rare and threatened species distribution, and habitat and landscape context. Priority
areas for biodiversity protection are identified based on the level of importance of natural values in that
location. The scoring ranges from 0 to 1.0, where 1.0 represents areas of highest biodiversity value.
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Figure 2: Strategic Biodiversity Scores for the West Gippsland Region
Large areas of high biodiversity value are found within the region, many of which are located
within formal parks and conservation reserves on public land. Native forests, coastal and wetland
environments, along with riparian zones provide important habitat and corridors for many flora and
fauna species. Areas of lower biodiversity value are generally located in areas that have been historically
cleared for agriculture, settlement and industry.
While there is significant revegetation and remnant protection work occurring throughout the region,
fragmentation remains a significant threat to the overall condition of biodiversity.
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Biodiversity Benchmark – Percentage tree cover
Research conducted by the Australian National University indicates that the percentage of tree cover
across the region has remained relatively stable between 2000 and 2016 (averaging around 53% cover).
Tree cover
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Figure 3: Percentage of tree cover in West Gippsland
Percent of area classified as forest at 25 metre resolution mapping using Landsat imagery following the
NCAS classification. Source: Van Dijk, Albert. I.J.M., Summers, David (2016) Australia’s Environment in
2016, The Australian National University (website: http://www.wenf.org/aus-env).

2016-2017 Annual Biodiversity Condition Assessment
Biodiversity Assessment 2016/17

Neutral

A largely neutral state, where events during the year may
have been significant but are within expected variation and
will have little impact in the longer term.

Reasons for assessment
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•

small gains due to revegetation and vegetation protection programs

•

small losses due to urban development

•

landscape scale initiatives focused on Red Gum Grassy Woodland and Alpine Peatland communities

•

release of the Victorian Biodiversity Plan and funding for regional implementation

•

no extreme events throughout the year (fires, flood, drought or pest outbreaks)

•

implementation of targeted PPA programs by a range of partners

•

anecdotal evidence of increasing numbers and range of pest animals, i.e. deer

•

anecdotal evidence of climate change impacts (e.g. species composition changes and geographic
spread)
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16/17 Program Highlights
Alpine Peatlands
This was the fourth year of a five year National Landcare Programme project to protect the EPBC
listed Alpine Peatlands community from high priority threats. The project continues over 10 years of
investment by Parks Victoria and was developed in partnership with Parks Victoria and four other
CMAs. Highlights include:
•

new pest plant surveillance and treatment over 433ha to protect peatlands and 996ha follow-up
surveillance and treatment

•

new feral horse surveillance over 335ha and 1,389ha of repeat feral horse surveillance across the
Howitt plains

•

ten peatlands were assessed for overall peatland condition as part of the second round of the
Victorian Alpine Peatland Condition Monitoring Program

•

new restoration and protection of 13ha of peatlands and 21ha of follow up activities at previous
restoration sites

•

five community engagement events and 41 survey responses

•

two hunting operations as part of the deer control trial

•

GLaWAC engaged in field days and on ground works to protect peatlands with 30 Indigenous
persons participating in five events

VEPP Cape Liptrap to Bunurong Project
This project is funded by the Victorian Environment Partnership Program (VEPP) and delivered in
partnership with the South Gippsland Landcare Network. This was the fourth year of a five year
project, to use market based instruments to fund priority projects aimed at protecting, enhancing and
connecting high quality remnant vegetation in the Cape Liptrap and Bunurong area. Highlights include:
•

working with 35 landholders

•

eighteen landholder management agreements maintained

•

permanent protection of 31ha through two on-title covenants
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Red Gum Grassy Plains
This was the fourth year of a five year National Landcare Programme project to protect, enhance and
connect the EPBC listed Red Gum Grassy Plains community. The on ground works being undertaken
continue to maintain the condition of 90% or 77ha of high quality remnant Red Gum Grassy
Woodlands (RGGW) in the Stratford/Briagolong priority area. In addition, management actions are
being undertaken to improve the condition of 30% or 193ha of medium quality remnant RGGW from
medium to high quality in the priority area. One high quality remnant 9.25ha grassland reserve outside
the priority area at Giffard is also being maintained and improved by the project. Highlights of the
project include:
•

native grass identification field day attended by 29 landholders

•

a two day wildlife survey/education event was held at Perry Bridge with 24 Scouts and leaders from
East Gippsland and Wellington District

•

maintenance of 13 landholder management agreements

•

Arthur Rylah Institute conducted 38 vegetation surveys of investment and control sites

•

a vegetation survey report, condition analysis and action plan was developed in partnership with
GLaWAC for the Knob Reserve, an important Indigenous cultural heritage site

•

Trust for Nature secured a 53ha parcel of remnant Red Gum Grassy Woodlands to place into a
covenant for perpetuity

•

more than 35 Traditional Owners from GLaWAC participated in ethnobotanical knowledge sharing
at five culturally important sites

Biodiversity case study
Seeds for success
Gippsland Forest Red Gums are adapting to a changing climate thanks to management options
identified in a climate change strategy for the West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority
region.
We developed the West Gippsland Regional Natural Resource Management (NRM) Climate Change
Strategy with partner organisations to help better understand and prepare for the impacts of
climate change on the natural environment.
The strategy was funded by the Australian Government and identifies climate change adaption and
mitigation management options to protect vegetation in the local region.
The Gippsland Red Gum Grassy Woodland and Associated Native Grassland is a nationally-listed
critically endangered ecological community. It is protected under the Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act).
This ecological community used to be common and widespread across the central Gippsland plain
and comes in two forms; as a woodland, and as a grassland with few or no trees. Currently, less
than five per cent of its original coverage remains. The Red Gum Grassy Woodlands has been
degraded by grazing pressure, weeds, feral animals, and clearing over many years and cannot
recover on its own. The remaining fragmented vegetation needs connectivity and large patch sizes
to self-regenerate and support wildlife into the future.
Through revegetation, we’re working with Greening Australia to reverse the vegetation decline.
As the effectiveness of revegetation efforts sometimes won’t be revealed for decades, the future
condition of each site needs to be considered, so that planting efforts today will result in successful
outcomes in the long term.
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The revegetation sites are becoming hotter and drier, species composition is changing, and plants
are competing for decreasing water supplies. When choosing plants for revegetation projects, we
must consider not only which plants will grow now, but which species will be able to withstand
hotter and drier conditions in the future.
While locally sourced seed has traditionally been considered best suited to local environments,
Greening Australia’s practitioners now select seed based on climate change distribution modelling
and data on environmental differences between plant populations. By blending suitable seed from
hotter locations with regionally local seed, we’re creating the best chance for revegetated plants to
adapt and evolve in response to a changing climate.
Modelling suggests that in the future, the central Gippsland plains environment will become more
suited to the Box Ironbark vegetation community, which is currently found almost entirely north
of the Great Dividing Range. There are only two known populations of Box Ironbark vegetation
communities south of the divide – in the Dawson and Heyfield areas of Gippsland.
These local Box Ironbark communities currently merge and co-exist with the Forest Red Gum
communities, so Greening Australia is looking at the climatic conditions surrounding this area as a
living reference to how the Forest Red Gum communities have adapted.
Seed from the ‘climate ready’ drought tolerant Forest Red Gum is now being incorporated into the
revegetation seed mix being planted across the Gippsland plain. This is to increase the diversity of
the local provenance seed to help the next generation of Forest Red Gums within the Gippsland
Red Gum Grassy Woodland vegetation community adapt to the predicted future hotter and drier
climatic conditions.

Land
The condition of environment and long term productivity
Soils are moderately well structured across the West Gippsland region and support a range of natural
ecosystems and agricultural enterprises. A large proportion of private land within the region is used for
agricultural, industrial and residential purposes, with fertile soils dedicated to grazing, cropping and
irrigated seasonal horticulture.
The condition of our soil and land is threatened by a range of processes including landslides, various
types of erosion, soil structure decline, acidification and salinity. Erosion is a challenge in the steep
slopes areas of the region including the Strzeleckis and Alpine areas. Naturally occurring (primary)
salinity is present within the catchment. Induced salinity (secondary salinisation) occurs as a result of
human activities. These activities have modified the landscape and the natural process, influencing the
salt distribution.
Approximately 24% (135,000ha) of private land has been assessed as being at high or very high risk of
gully and tunnel erosion using a Land Use Impact Model (LUIM). Tunnel erosion is a hazard historically
associated with vegetation clearing on steep slopes in areas such as the Strzelecki Ranges. Sheet, rill
and bank erosion are other potential threatening processes. Soils generally have a low susceptibility to
wind erosion except for a few localised high risk areas around Waratah Bay, the upper Powlett River,
Nine Mile Creek, Screw Creek and Pound Creek. The Corner Inlet, west Strzelecki and north Strzelecki
priority management areas are at most risk of all types of erosion. These form part of the West
Gippsland Soil Erosion Management Plan target areas for prevention and treatment over 20 years.
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Potential causes of salinity include land clearing, irrigation and sea water intrusions to low lying tidal
floodplains. Significant areas of land at high salinity risk (with water tables less than two metres)
occurs in areas outside the Macalister Irrigation District, particularly in low lying coastal areas of South
Gippsland that are predominantly used for dryland grazing. Here management interventions such as
revegetation and the use of perennial pastures assist in preventing salt from rising to the surface and
reducing the impacts of salinity discharge. Groundwater bores strategically located throughout the
region are monitored by the Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources
(DEDJTR) to assess groundwater levels and trends over time.
Acid sulphate soils are a risk in areas along the Bunurong Coast and within Corner Inlet, particularly
in and around the saltmarsh, mudflat and mangrove environments. While acid sulphate soils are
generally harmless when undisturbed, if they are excavated or drained the naturally occurring sulphides
in the soil react with oxygen in the air to form sulphuric acid. This acid can kill plants and animals and
contaminate drinking water and food sources such as shellfish.
Invasive plant and animal species continue to be a threatening process to land health including
Paterson’s Curse, Ragwort, Gorse, Blackberry, Serrated Tussock and African Lovegrass. Foxes, rabbits
and deer are the predominant invasive animal species found across the region.
Government, conservation and community groups are working together to protect the region’s soil
and land while also maintaining long term agricultural productivity, opportunities for recreation and
protection of important cultural values. Formal conservation parks and reserves, covenants, landholder
agreements and management plans are all key tools used to help improve or conserve the condition of
public and private land within the West Gippsland region.

Land Benchmark – Land managed for conservation
Table 3: Area of land managed for conservation
Area Covered
(ha)

Additional Area
This Year (ha)

National parks*

143,336

0

State parks*

18,101

0

Trust for Nature covenants

5,808

286

726

0

Landholder agreements, Sustainable Irrigation Program Farm
Plans and Soil Erosion Management Plans

58,645

2,547

Other*

519,360

0

Protection Type

Trust for Nature owned properties

* Data from Public Land Management dataset. ‘Other’ includes Bushland Reserve, Coastal Reserve, Natural Catchment,
Gippsland Lakes Reserve, Natural Features and Scenic Reserve, Natural Features Reserve, Nature Conservation Reserve, NPA
Schedule 3 Other Park, NPA Schedule 4 Park or Reserve, Other Reserves and Public Land, Regional Park, Scenic Reserve, State
Forest, Streamside Reserve, Uncategorised Public Land, Wilderness Park, Wildlife Reserve (Hunting).
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Land benchmark – Land cover
Research conducted by the Australian National University indicates that the annual percentage of
exposed soil in the West Gippsland region, which is unprotected by living vegetation, has remained
relatively low since 2000 (below 10%) (Figure 4). There was an increase in exposed soils in 2007, which
was at the peak of the “Millennium Drought” (2001–2009).
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Figure 4: Percentage of exposed soil in West Gippsland
Annual mean percentage of soil that is unprotected by living vegetation or litter as mapped from
MODIS satellite imagery following the methodology of Guerschman and colleagues (CSIRO). Source:
Van Dijk, Albert. I.J.M., Summers, David (2016) Australia’s Environment in 2016, The Australian
National University (website: http://www.wenf.org/aus-env).

2016-2017 Annual Land Condition Assessment
Land Assessment 2016/17

Neutral

A largely neutral state, where events during the year may
have been significant but are within expected variation and
will have little impact in the longer term.

Reasons for assessment
•

no extreme events throughout the year (fires, flood, drought or pest outbreaks)

•

there have been no significant changes in land tenure through the designation of new parks or reserves

•

increase in area covered by landholder agreements and management plans

•

a small increase in area of land under formal covenants

•

successful landholder engagement in Sustainable Agriculture focused programs (e.g. Fert$mart,
Healthy Soils, Sustainable Irrigation Program)

•

pressure on the dairy sector resulting from a downturn in markets. This may affect some farmer’s
ability to engage in environmental restoration activities.

•

anecdotal evidence of increased population and range of pest animals (particularly deer) across the region

•

continuing trend of changes in land use toward large scale horticulture (increased soil exposure)
and urban expansion (increased run off)
Annual Report 2016/17
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16/17 Program Highlights
Sustainable Irrigation Program
The Sustainable Irrigation Program provides extension, education and technical support to the irrigation
farming community. The Gippsland Irrigation Development Guidelines and irrigation efficiency
incentives are both implemented through this program. Works in the Sustainable Irrigation Program
in the Macalister Irrigation District has delivered 21 new or updated irrigation farm plans which will
influence 2,103ha of land. On-farm irrigation efficiency projects (reuse systems, spray irrigation and
best practice surface irrigation) were also supported, with 13 projects completed covering an area of
655ha, providing estimated water savings of over 1,310 ML/yr.
Fert$mart
A total of 61 dairy farm businesses engaged in a Fert$mart program to develop whole farm nutrient
management plans. This program identifies optimum fertiliser requirements resulting in improved
profitability and production whilst decreasing the potential off site impact from excess nutrients
entering waterways. Fert$mart was delivered in partnership with GippsDairy, local agronomists and
landholders in a number of priority areas throughout the region.
Lake Wellington Integrated NRM Program
In 2016/17, WGCMA coordinated a partnership with Greening Australia, Parks Victoria, DELWP, Trust
for Nature, Landcare, private landholders and GLaWAC to develop the Lake Wellington Integrated
NRM Program. The program was submitted to the Gippsland Lakes Coordinating Committee and was
successful in receiving funds to deliver projects that will:
•

reduce sediments to Lake Wellington

•

reduce nutrients to Lake Wellington and

•

protect and enhance the fringing wetlands.

Healthy Soils Sustainable Farms
The focus of the Healthy Soils Sustainable Farms project is on building skills and knowledge around soil
health, supporting best practice and encouraging innovation. Our aim is to help farmers to maximise
efficiency and productivity where soil constraints are a limiting factor. Highlights include:
•

five community engagement and awareness events were held

•

over 200 landholders were engaged in learning about the importance of soil management

•

five healthy soils demonstration sites were established

Land case study
Pocket the Fert$mart savings
In the last financial year, 61 dairy farmers in the WGCMA area participated in the Fert$mart
program. Fert$mart offers farmers the chance to get expert advice on fertiliser and soil
management, with a local agronomist supporting them to:
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•

complete soil and effluent pond testing

•

conduct a combination of one-on-one farm visits and group workshops with other farmers in
your area

•

create a nutrient management plan for your dairy business plus on-farm advice on actions to
reduce nutrient runoff
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Andrew Bacon, who milks 390 cows at Toora said he had slashed $40,000 from his fertiliser budget
after doing the Fert$mart course.
“We have already implemented the winding back of our phosphorous and potassium use and going
straight nitrogen. Previously we would run blend all the time,” he said.
“We think we will save at least $40,000 this year over what we used to do.”
For Loch farmer Kate Kirk, the program helped create a strategy for more cost effective use of
fertilisers.
“It turned out all of our levels of everything were high everywhere on our farm, so I thought it
would be a good opportunity to talk about reducing our annual application,” she said.
“We kept the urea up, but we reduced the annual application from about 600 kilos to 400 kilos,
which is a saving of about 70 dollars a hectare.”
Martin Fuller, CEO of WGCMA, said Andrew and Kate’s experiences were typical of farmers who
complete the Fert$mart program.
“The consistent message we’ve had from previous participants is that they have saved money and
been able to grow just as much, if not more grass than before,” Mr Fuller said.
“It’s a win-win when farmers can improve their business outcomes while reducing the
environmental effects of fertiliser applications.

Coasts
The condition of marine and coastal environments
West Gippsland’s marine and coastal environment extends from San Remo in the west to opposite
Lakes Entrance in the east. It includes the Ramsar listed wetlands of Corner Inlet and Nooramunga and
the Gippsland Lakes, a number of marine protected areas and over 20 estuaries.
Protected areas includes 18,000ha in Corner Inlet Marine and Coastal Park; 15,000ha in Nooramunga
Marine and Coastal Park; 15,555ha in Wilsons Promontory Marine National Park; 1,971ha in Shallow
Inlet Marine and Coastal Park; 2,050ha in Bunurong Marine National Park; 1,259ha in Bunurong
Marine Park; and 2,650ha in the Ninety Mile Beach Marine National Park.
Some of the major threats to the condition of West Gippsland’s coast and marine environments are
coastal inundation, erosion, invasive plants (e.g. Spartina) and urban development expansion. In the future
flooding and coastal erosion are expected to be exacerbated by climate change impacts such as increases
in wind speed, storm intensity and frequency, as well as changes in rainfall intensity and frequency.
A changing climate is also expected to have an effect on the health and functioning of coastal
ecosystems. For example, loss of saltmarsh through greater erosion and increased saltwater intrusion
through sea level rise. Salinity regimes can also be changed as a result of reduced freshwater flows
into estuaries and more intense storms can create new estuary entrances or break through existing
entrances.

Coasts Benchmark – Level of protection for coasts
While most of the region’s 623km of coastline is protected by a thin strip of coastal reserve, there are
significant marine reserves and a large area of coastline protected within Wilsons Promontory National
Park (see Figure 5). However, there are significant stretches of coast where agriculture and urban
development are within close proximity to the coastal strip and to important lakes and estuaries.
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Figure 5: Area of land and water managed for environmental protection including terrestrial
and marine parks and reserves.

2016-2017 Annual Coasts Condition Assessment
Coasts Assessment 2016/17

Neutral

A largely neutral state, where events during the year may
have been significant but are within expected variation and
will have little impact in the longer term.

Reasons for assessment
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•

no extreme events throughout the year (fires, flood, storm surge)

•

there have been no significant changes in land tenure through the designation of new parks or
reserves

•

a number of programs aimed at protecting and enhancing the coast and marine environments
were successfully delivered (e.g. Corner Inlet Connections, Lake Wellington Integrated NRM Project,
Spartina control program)

•

a number of minor events leading to coastal urban inundation (Wreck Creek) and infrastructure
damage (e.g. Inverloch Surf Club, Merriman Creek walkway)

•

monitoring and management of pest plants and animals in the coastal and marine environments
including, Spartina, foxes, sea-urchins and Northern Pacific Sea-stars
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16/17 Program Highlights
Corner Inlet
The fourth year of the Corner Inlet Connections Program was delivered in partnership with Parks
Victoria, DELWP, Yarram Yarram Landcare and South Gippsland Landcare networks. Highlights included:
•

fox control on Snake Island and Dream Island covering approximately 5,000ha

•

protection of 50ha of coastal saltmarsh

•

fencing 9.5 km along priority waterways, combined with 20.5ha of revegetation to reduce
sediment and nutrient runoff

•

developing five Soil Erosion Management Plans

•

addressing hillslope/gully erosion across 16.3ha (across three sites) through 2km fencing and 6.7ha
revegetation

Spartina Control
In partnership with Parks Victoria, the WGCMA coordinated a strategic approach to Spartina control
which is a key threat in Corner Inlet, Shallow Inlet and Anderson’s Inlet. In 2016/17 the highlights were:
•

development of a Spartina Control Management Plan

•

more than 276ha of Spartina management

•

surveillance and mapping of Spartina across the entire Corner Inlet and Nooramunga Ramsar site

Coasts case study
Saltmarsh protection
Environmentally significant saltmarsh areas are being protected at Corner Inlet thanks to two
programs aimed at reducing ecological threats in the area.
According to WGCMA water projects officer Tracey Jones, although saltmarshes often get a bad
rap, they are amongst the most productive ecosystems on earth.
“Saltmarshes are often misunderstood and under-valued and are also under threat from rising sea
levels and coastal development,” Ms Jones said.
“Many people see saltmarshes as muddy, smelly, breeding grounds for mosquitos, but they’re
actually areas of enormous environmental significance.”
“Saltmarshes are important breeding ground for birds, fish and other marine and estuarine species;
they protect against erosion; and provided filtration for runoff from the land,” Ms Jones said.
“They are also an important food source for insects, crustaceans, fish, and muscles that live in the
marsh soils, ditches, and pools.
“Tides carry in nutrients that stimulate plant growth in the marsh and carry out organic materials
that feed fish and other coastal organisms.
“Larger aquatic predators also benefit, as they then feed on these smaller animals.”
This year, WGCMA and its partners protected more than 15ha of saltmarsh in the Corner Inlet
areas.
Historically, cattle and sheep were allowed free range on private land in the Corner Inlet area.
This damaged the ecology of the wetland – including the saltmarsh – and caused a build-up of
sediment and nutrients which then ran into waterways and the ocean.
Annual Report 2016/17
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To improve water quality and protect these saltmarshes from further destruction, WGCMA and
local Landcare groups stepped in.
Over the past five years, the Federal Government has provided WGCMA with over one million
dollars towards the Corner Inlet Connections program, to address the critical threats impacting the
site.
During this time, WGCMA has also worked closely with the South Gippsland and Yarram Yarram
Landcare networks and local landholders to protect highly sensitive saltmarsh vegetation.
Work has included fencing to prevent stock access; weed control and revegetation.
“We’ve been working hard to protect and enhance the saltmarshes of Corner Inlet and have
worked closely with private landholders to educate them on the vital role saltmarshes play in a
healthy coastal environment,” Ms Jones said.
“A lot of work has been done and there’s still a lot to go, but it has been pleasing to see the
attitudes of landholders change as they learn more about the ecological benefits of these areas and
take protective action as a result.”
The Yarram Yarram Landcare Network has been particularly active in its protection of saltmarsh at
Corner Inlet through the Coastal Saltmarsh Protection Project. Since 2009, the group has protected
700ha of saltmarsh in the region.

Community
The benefits that flow from community participation
Gippsland communities are very resilient as they continue to have a positive outlook despite the
environmental and economic challenges in recent years. Some of the challenges include changing
demographics (an ageing farming population and in-flux of sea and tree-changers), changing land use
(increasing urban development and smaller lots on agricultural land), challenging commodity prices and
a changing climate.
Despite these challenges, local communities and groups throughout Gippsland are actively working
together to enhance, restore and protect the environment. Landcare has affirmed itself as a major NRM
service deliverer through five robust, sophisticated and well run Landcare networks that operate at a
landscape scale. They remain a vital driver of NRM activity, working directly with private landholders
and government agencies to address a wide range of NRM issues.
Landholders are becoming increasingly aware of the importance of soil health. Soil experts conduct
industry workshops and field days throughout the region which are extremely well attended.
A network of Waterwatch and Estuarywatch volunteers provide a vital role in NRM by regularly
monitoring sites throughout the region and collecting ongoing data about the health of the West
Gippsland waterways.
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Community benchmark – Community participation
Table 4: Community participation
Number of
participants in
2015-16

Number of
participants in
2016-17

Contributing to on-ground works

379

329

Attending skills and training events

76

525

Taking part in awareness raising activities

799

1,584

Working as collaborators in planning and decision making

455

1,963

Activity

Community benchmark – Landcare Group Health Scores
Table 5: Landcare Group Health Scores
Category/Year

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

5 = Trail blazing

2

1

3

5

4 = Rolling along smoothly

15

11

14

21

3 = Moving forward

14

23

22

20

2 = Struggling along

6

15

8

10

1 = Just hanging on

9

4

6

2

Total responses

46

54

53

58

2.89

2.81

3

3.29

Average Group Health Score

Landcare Group Health Scores

%
50

40

30

20

10

0
Just hanging on

Struggling along
2012-13

Moving forward
2013-14

Rolling along
smoothly
2014-15

Trail blazing
2015-16

Figure 6: Landcare Group Health Score Results 2012-2016
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2016-2017 Annual Community Condition Assessment
Community Assessment 2016/17
Positive

An optimistic future with evidence that events during the year
will have a positive impact in the longer term.

Reasons for assessment
•

well organised and coordinated Landcare networks and groups

•

strong regional partnership between WGCMA and Landcare networks

•

slight increase in average Landcare Group Health scores

•

increase in percentage of Landcare Groups categorised as ‘Rolling along smoothly’ and ‘Trail
blazing’

•

regional Landcare Expression of Interest process was oversubscribed

•

increased participation rates in WGCMA activities and events

•

positive partnership with Traditional Owner groups

16/17 Program Highlights
Our Catchments, Our Communities
The WGCMA started the Providence Ponds and Perry River ICM Project as part of the four year Our
Catchments, Our Communities project. Highlights include:
•

development of a Strategic Directions Statement for Providence Ponds/Perry River ICM

•

forty-three people attended the Providence Ponds/Perry River community forum

•

established a stakeholder reference group: 20 people have attended three workshop series and
catchment tour and participated in development of Providence Ponds/Perry River ICM Project
Implementation Plan

Landcare – Green Carpet Event
The 30 Years of Landcare Green Carpet Event was held on 30 April at the Heyfield Wetlands. The event
was a great success and was very well attended by 120 people. There was also great follow up publicity
in a range of mediums. Recipients were:
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•

South Gippsland Landcare Network - Nerrena Landcare Group, Ian and Gaye Cornthwaite, Jeff and
Elvie Clark, Rob and Joan Liley, Paul Crock

•

Bass Coast Landcare Network - 3 Creeks Landcare Group, Powlett Project Landcare Group,
Environmental Detectives, BCLN Works Crew, Korumburra Landcare Group

•

Yarram Yarram Landcare Network - Merriman Creek LG, Wonyip LG, Werner LG, Yarram Urban LG,
Leon and Cathy Trembath

•

Maffra and Districts Landcare Network - Flooding Creek LG, Avon Landcare LG, Heyfield Wetlands,
Latrobe Thomson - Kilmany, Bellbird Corner

•

Latrobe Landcare Network - Martin Slate, Anthony Lalor, Mike Haughton, Yinnar Yinnar South LG,
Sandra McPhee
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Landcare – Intrepid Landcare Retreat
The Intrepid Landcare Retreat was held on 13 and 14 May at Wilsons Promontory. The aim of the
retreat was to engage, inspire and empower young people (between the ages of 18 and 35) in the area
who are passionate about the environment. We were lucky enough to have 32 applications and 20
attendees. There was also great follow up publicity in a range of mediums. The attendees are looking
at following up with the retreat and forming a group.
Landcare – Regional Expression of Interest
WGCMA, in partnership with Landcare Networks, ran an expression of interest (EOI) process in 2016
calling for Landcare projects. Results include:
•

more than 200 EOIs were received over two months

•

through the Regional Community Grants and Victorian Landcare Grants 49 projects have been
funded

•

database of projects across the region has been established to take advantage of funding when
suitable opportunities arise

Traditional Owner Engagement – Work on Country
• Corner Inlet Connections – GLaWAC works crews have worked monthly on Corner Inlet projects,
including revegetation, fox control, protection of Cultural Heritage sites and weed management
•

Red Gum Plains project – On Country work has occurred in the ethnobotanical study. This has led
to GLaWAC bush tucker walks. The inaugural walks were conducted with WGCMA staff during the
On Country overnight trips held in May

•

seventeen WGCMA, one EGCMA, one GHCMA and two NECMA staff members attended GLaWAC
On Country training

•

Bunurong Land Council conducted two Cultural Heritage tours on country at the Powlett River
during March, with over 70 participants
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Community case study
Working with future leaders
Environmentally-minded young people from across Gippsland congregated at Wilsons Prom in April
2017 as part of Victoria’s first Intrepid Landcare Retreat.
Kathleen Brack, West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority’s Regional Landcare Project
Officer, said the retreat brought together 20 young people to hike, work with the ‘Friends of
the Prom’ and participate in activities to inspire and empower them to take further work in the
Landcare space.
“We had a great group from all of Gippsland including Yarram, Sale, the Latrobe Valley, Phillip
Island, Inverloch, Mirboo North, Moe and Leongatha” said Kathleen.
“We even had several people come from outside Gippsland.
“There is a lot of talk that Landcare needs to connect with young people to ensure the movement
continues for years to come, and to do this we need to make sure Landcare is relevant, accessible
and appealing.
“This retreat brought incredibly bright and passionate people together and worked through tools to
help them step up and lead on issues that are important to them and the local community.
“They learnt more about Landcare and how it can be a critical way of harnessing the community to
get stuff done.”
Participants experienced a cultural hike led by Parks Ranger Luke Johnson, environmental activities
with the Friends of the Prom, and sunrise Oberon walk, combined with unique self-discovery and
leadership training which will contribute to their growth as local leaders in the environment space.
Attendees were also supported by a range of mentors including Gippsland Unwrapped’s Tammy
Logan, long-time Landcare legend Paul Speirs, South Gippsland Landcare Network’s Jill Vella and
West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority’s Tanya Cowell.
Although the retreat was the first of its kind in Victoria, it is one of a series of Intrepid Retreats that
have been run across the country in partnership with over 40 different groups and organisations.
“It is an awesome way to bring like-minded young people together around purpose,” explains cofounder of Intrepid Landcare Megan Rowlatt.
“We now have six other Intrepid Landcare networks across four states and territories driving
change.”
“Intrepid Landcare projects provide an outlet for young people to have outdoor adventures and
give something back to the local environment at the same time, and they get to create what this
looks like.”
“Landcare is underrated as a volunteer opportunity, I can’t explain how rewarding the journey has
been for our volunteers. There’s no better way to give back and meet new people if nature is your
thing.”
Intrepid Landcare is a program that aims to connect people between the ages of 18 to 35 to
Landcare by running events that appeal and inspire this age-group.
This Retreat was hosted by West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority with support from
Victorian Landcare Program, Farms Trees and Landcare Association, Victorian Landcare Council,
Bass Coast Landcare Network, South Gippsland Landcare Network, Latrobe Catchment Landcare
Network and Yarram Yarram Landcare Network.
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Summary of grants provided throughout the year
2016/17 Grants
Network

Source

Amount

Bass Coast Landcare Network

Victorian Landcare Grant

$12,937

Latrobe Catchment Landcare Network

Victorian Landcare Grant

$31,107

Maffra and Districts Landcare Network

Victorian Landcare Grant

$52,806

South Gippsland Landcare Network

Victorian Landcare Grant

$40,170

Yarram Yarram Landcare Network

Victorian Landcare Grant

$22,977

Bass Coast Landcare Network

VLG – Small maintenance grant

$3,200

Latrobe Catchment Landcare Network

VLG – Small maintenance grant

$7,200

Maffra and Districts Landcare Network

VLG – Small maintenance grant

$4,000

South Gippsland Landcare Network

VLG – Small maintenance grant

$5,200

Yarram Yarram Landcare Network

VLG – Small maintenance grant

$3,200

Bass Coast Landcare Network

NLP Regional Community Grant

$56,712

Latrobe Catchment Landcare Network

NLP Regional Community Grant

$40,086

Maffra and Districts Landcare Network

NLP Regional Community Grant

$15,812

South Gippsland Landcare Network

NLP Regional Community Grant

$30,015

Yarram Yarram Landcare Network

NLP Regional Community Grant

$45,744

The grants were provided to assist Landcare groups assist in implementing the Regional Catchment
Strategy and subordinate plans. The VLG Small maintenance grants were paid at $400 per Landcare
group via the Landcare Networks.
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Regulatory services
We are responsible for regulatory activities for waterways, floodplains and rural drainage. We
also contribute to strategic planning across the region, including participating in planning scheme
amendments and improving the understanding of flood behaviour by developing flood studies.
During 2016/17, 308 planning permit referrals were responded to. A further 455 flood advice requests,
drainage, annual use limits, whole farm plans and Southern Rural Water enquiries were responded to
with an average response time of 11.8 days. There were 114 works on waterways permits issued with
an average response time of 14.4 days.
We continued to provide floodplain management and works on waterways services on a contractual
basis to East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority (EGCMA). On behalf of EGCMA we
responded to 105 planning permit referrals and a further 139 flood advice and Southern Rural Water
enquiries. We also issued 33 works on waterways permits.
A key achievement in the 2016/17 period was the Gazettal of the Land Subject to Inundation Overlay
into the South Gippsland Planning Scheme. This Gazettal was the culmination of several years
work and introduced for the second time in Victoria planning controls for coastal inundation that
incorporated potential sea level rise to 2100.
Significant progress was made during 2016/17 to produce and update flood information for our region.
A flood study for the lower Latrobe and Thomson rivers started in 2016/17. The focus of this study was
to better understand the complex interaction of flows from the Latrobe and Thomson rivers as well as
the interaction with Lake Wellington. The study will provide valuable information which will be used in
flood preparedness and response, flood mitigation, planning scheme amendments and for insurance
purposes. In partnership with Federation University’s Industry Placement Program and industry leaders
flood studies have also been completed for the Little Moe River and Shady Creek.
A major outcome achieved during 2016/17 was the development of the draft West Gippsland
Floodplain Management Strategy for public consultation. WGCMA was tasked with the development
of the strategy on behalf of key local stakeholders such as the SES, local government and the
community. The draft strategy has identified the significant flood risks across the region, analysed the
mitigation options and determined the priority actions to be implemented over the lifetime of the
strategy.
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Our Organisation
Our purpose
We coordinate the integrated management of land and water resources within the region. We aim to
achieve ecologically and economically sustainable development of natural resource based industries;
protection of land and water resources and conservation of natural and cultural heritage. We have
done this since 1997 by working with communities, industries and government agencies to protect and
enhance the condition of the region’s natural resource assets.
We exist to implement integrated catchment management to improve priority landscapes.

Our vision
As a leader in natural resource management we will inspire and facilitate partnerships and action to
achieve improved catchment health.
To achieve our vision, we have selected four key areas of focus to guide the scope of our work to
protect and improve our priority landscapes. These are Organisational Capability, Natural Resource
Management, Partnerships and Engagement and Measurement and Evaluation. More on our key areas
of focus is available on page 42. Our approach to this work is guided by our values.

Statement of Intent
“We commit to working respectfully
and supportively with and for our staff,
our communities and the environment.
Our ethics are based on integrity,
fairness and credibility. This forms the
basis for how we at West Gippsland
CMA approach all our work.”
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Our organisation
WGCMA has been established to provide integrated management of land and water resources within
the region. WGCMA was established on 1 July 1997 by the State government following a Statewide
review of catchment management structures and is one of 10 such organisations in Victoria.

The Board
We are governed by a skills-based Board appointed by the minister/s who administer the Catchment
and Land Protection Act 1994. Our responsibilities include strategic and policy direction for the
integrated management of land, biodiversity and water through South, Central and West Gippsland. It
operates under the legislative base of many Acts.
The main ones are the Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994, Water Act 1989, Financial
Management Act 1994, Audit Act 1994, Freedom of Information Act 1982, Privacy and Data Protection
Act 2012 and Public Administration Act 2004.
The Catchment and Land Protection Act (CaLP Act) 1994 and the Water Act 1989 define our main
purposes as follows:
•

to set up a framework for the integrated management and protection of the catchment

•

to encourage community participation in the management of land and water resources

•

to set up a system of controls on noxious weeds and pest animals

The Board also has a Charter which is in line with DELWP’s Governance Guidelines for Statutory
Authorities which was formally adopted in June 2005. Details of our Board Members are available on
pages 43 and 44.
The relevant Ministers have issued the WGCMA with a Statement of Obligations under the CaLP Act
1994 and the Water Act 1989. These documents are a key part of the framework that guides the
function and activity of the organisation.
Within this framework, one of our primary roles is engaging with the community to develop and
implement the Regional Catchment Strategy (RCS). The RCS is a framework for integrated land
and water management in the region. It outlines the priority issues for the region through broad
consultation with our community and other stakeholders.
The RCS is the overarching strategy for the development, management and conservation of land and
water resources in the region and is formally reviewed every six years.
Within this context we are responsible for developing annual regional investment priorities within the
Department’s Victorian Water Program Investment Framework. The Board sets priorities in consultation
with State and Australian Government investors, with regional agency stakeholders and through our
community engagement and partnerships framework. The annual investment package is endorsed by
the relevant Ministers. Funds then become available for all successful projects.
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Community Advisory Groups
In 2016/17, we continued our commitment to a strong community engagement framework with our
Community Advisory Groups (CAGs). There are two CAGs, North and South, with the Strzelecki Ranges
as the central boundary. Using the Landscape Priority Areas identified in the RCS, the two CAGs will
focus on:
Northern: Victorian Alps; Gippsland Lakes & Hinterland; Mullungdung and Strzelecki Ranges
Southern: Bunurong Coast; Wilsons Promontory; Corner Inlet Nooramunga and Strzelecki Ranges
The CAGs exist to provide a two-way exchange of ideas and knowledge between the community and
the organisation. They exist to enable the Board to address the Catchment and Land Protection (CaLP)
Act 1994’s purpose; to encourage community participation in the management of land and water
resources.
CAGs have the capacity, within our community engagement structure, to draw upon a pool of skills,
knowledge and interests, as reflected in the composition of each group’s membership. These groups
provide a regional and community perspective on topics and issues relevant to their local area.
Members of our CAGs provide a community perspective and advice on programs and projects for
our staff and the Board. This helps us identify emerging trends and issues, and provides a channel for
information exchange with the broader community.

Northern Community Advisory Group
Appointed in January 2016
Chair: Barbara Johnson
Jo Caminiti, Amanda McLeod*, Simone Louwhoff, Tony Platt, Joshua Chikuse, Chris Bowlen, Barry
Rogers, Andrew Stanton, David Nash
*resigned

Southern Community Advisory Group
Appointed in January 2016
Chair: John Anderson*/Barbara Johnson
Jeff Amos, David Sutton, Paul Smith, Shannon Dwyer, Clara Mandaletti, Tricia Fleming, Jem Milkins,
David McAninly, Rick Rutjens, Kerry Matthews – as co-opted member. (South Gippsland Water), Deidre
Griepsma – as co-opted member (Bass Coast Shire)
*resigned

In 2016/17 the CAGs participated in discussions on:
•

Regional Floodplain Management Strategy workshop

•

WGCMA Communications Update

•

WGCMA funding and investment

•

Macalister Land and Water Management Plan update

•

WGCMA Partnership Health Audit

•

Regional Waterway Strategy four year program update

All CAG members attended stage one Cultural Heritage training and 95% have attended stage two
training.
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Key areas of focus
To deliver our vision we undertake a range of activities, from providing
a leading role in developing the strategic direction for integrated
catchment management in the region to coordinating works for
river health and water quality. We also act as a regulatory body
for the region’s floodplains and waterways.
We have identified key areas of focus as part of our Strategic
Plan to help deliver our vision and meet our objectives. Under
each area of focus there are a number of strategies that we
will pursue during the planning period.
The Board and staff have worked together to review and
update our Corporate Strategic Plan. This plan provides strategic
direction to and provides focus for our efforts over the next
five years.

Key area of focus: Organisational Capacity
“We want to be here for the long term: viable, vibrant and effective.”
Objectives:
•

attract and nurture a diverse, passionate, professional workforce that is supported by a strong
Board and executive

•

increase our leadership profile at regional, state and national levels

•

ensure financial stability and security for WGCMA

Key area of focus: Natural Resource Management
“We exist to improve West Gippsland’s priority landscapes through integrated regional catchment
management.”
Objectives:
•

improve the region’s priority landscapes

•

manage the region under a ‘whole of catchment’ model

Key area of focus: Partnerships and Engagement
“The WGCMA cannot single-handedly protect, enhance or restore our region. We will always rely on
others to join us in our quest for integrated catchment management.”
Objectives:
•

broker and form partnerships with the community and stakeholders to plan for and achieve
superior NRM outcomes

•

engage the community as our advocates and partners

Common area of focus: Measurement and Evaluation
“Measurement and evaluation is an essential, common feature of all three key areas of focus because
the knowledge we gain will enable us to intelligently improve our work.”
Objective:
•
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monitor and measure the effectiveness of our work in the WGCMA, for our region’s natural
resources and with our communities and partners
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The Board and committees
Angus Hume (Chair)
Angus was first appointed as Chair on 1 July 2011. During the last financial year he attended 9 out of
11 meetings. Angus is currently self-employed in natural resource / primary industries advisory services
and holds qualifications in education and as a company director. He has extensive experience in natural
resource management including Community Relationship Manager in East and West Gippsland for
the Department of Primary Industries, CEO of West Gippsland CMA, CEO of Greening Australia NSW,
Executive Officer of Australian Milk Harvesting Program and a previous board member of the East and
West Gippsland CMAs. Angus is a member of the Gippsland Lakes Coordinating Committee and Chair of
the Victorian Catchment Management Council. He is a former dairy farmer in South Gippsland.

Ian Gibson (Deputy Chair)
Ian was first appointed to the board on 1 July 2009. During the last financial year he attended all 11
meetings. Ian holds qualifications in economics, arts, public policy and management, with extensive
experience in strategic and statutory planning, local government and governance. He works part-time
at Federation University Australia, is a sessional member of Planning Panels Victoria and Deputy Chair
of the board of Latrobe Regional Hospital.

John Anderson
John was first appointed to the board on 1 July 2009 and resigned on April 4, 2017. In the last financial
year he attended 7 out of 11 meetings. John has extensive experience in Landcare, land management,
water resources management, primary industry, business planning and financial management. He owns
and operates a beef farm in the Bunyip area.

Dr. Barbara Johnson PhD
Barbara was first appointed to the board on 1 July 2009. During the last financial year she attended 10
out of 11 meetings. Barbara holds qualifications in agricultural science and education, with extensive
experience in strategic planning, community engagement and in education in the agriculture and
natural resource management fields. Barbara is a self-employed farm manager who is committed
to Landcare. Barbara convenes the Gippsland Committee for the Regional Centre of Expertise on
Education for Sustainable Development (a United Nations initiative).

Christine Holland
Christine was first appointed to the board on 1 October 2011. In the last financial year she attended
10 out of the 11 meetings. Christine is a Director of West Gippsland Healthcare Group, Executive
Committee member of BBLLLEN and member of the AICD Gippsland Committee. Christine has
qualifications in career coaching, education and tourism management. She has extensive experience
in business management, human resources and communication and is an experienced Director having
held positions on a number of different Boards. Christine is a Fellow of the Australian Institute of
Company Directors.

Warrick Wilson
Warrick was first appointed to the board on 1 October 2011. In the last financial year he attended
9 out of 11 meetings. Warrick holds tertiary qualifications in agricultural science and business
management. He is employed as a rural financial counsellor with the Rural Financial Counselling
Service (Victoria) - Gippsland. He has extensive experience across Gippsland and Victoria in customer
facing roles, working with a diverse range of primary producers. He has developed strong networks
with twelve years’ experience as an agri-bank manager assisting with customer’s finance and business
management requirements. Prior to this Warrick was employed in roles associated with grain marketing
and agronomy.
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Jane Hildebrant
Jane was appointed on 14 October 2013. In the last financial year she attended 9 out of 11 meetings.
Jane holds post-graduate qualifications in education, librarianship, environmental studies and town
planning. She has extensive experience in local government, community engagement, strategic
planning, governance, teaching, racehorse training, mixed farming in Canada and Australia. She now
manages her own farm at Briagolong. Jane was a councillor at Wellington Shire and Mornington
Peninsula Shire where she was on the committee charged with developing the new format planning
scheme. She has long been involved in various community groups and projects, including Southern
Women’s Action Network, Monash Maffra Research Steering Committee, Monash Nursing Practice
Course Advisory Committee, Maffra Area International, and Sale World Cup Showjumping Committee.
Jane was a founding member of the UNESCO Western Port Biosphere project, President of Mornington
Environment Association and Maffra & Districts Landcare Network Board member.

Courtney Mraz
Courtney was first appointed to the board on 27 October 2015. Since her appointment she has
attended all 11 meetings. Courtney is a local farmer with qualifications in agricultural science and
agribusiness. She has strong board experience and is a general manager and director of three private
businesses. Through farming, Courtney has been involved in a range of trials including cropping,
pasture, serrated tussock control and Red Gum regenerative work. She is passionate about farming, her
family and natural resource management. Courtney also believes strongly in local community and is a
proud member and supporter of many local clubs, associations and networks.

Mikaela Power
Mikaela joined our board on 27 October 2015 and holds qualifications in arts, education and business.
Since her appointment she has attended 9 out of 11 meetings. She is a Graduate Member of the
Australian Institute of Company Directors and has completed the Cranlana Colloquium, for which she
won a scholarship from the Municipal Association of Victoria. Mikaela has worked in the public and
private sectors in Gippsland, Melbourne and overseas. She was elected to the Baw Baw Shire Council in
2012 and works for EPA Victoria. Mikaela’s community involvement includes Landcare, education, sport
and the arts.
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Board membership of committees
•

Audit and Risk committee
Angus Hume, Christine Holland, Mikaela Power

•

Remuneration committee
Angus Hume, Christine Holland, John Anderson*

•

Corporate committee
Ian Gibson, Angus Hume, Jane Hildebrant, Courtney Mraz, Warrick Wilson

•

Landcare
Barbara Johnson, Jane Hildebrant

*resigned

Audit and Risk Committee
The main responsibilities of the audit and risk committee are to:
•

review and report independently to the Board on the annual report and all other financial
information and reports;

•

assist the Board in reviewing the effectiveness of the organisation’s internal control environment
covering:
– effectiveness and efficiency of operations;
– reliability of financial reporting; and
– compliance with applicable laws and regulations;

•

determine the scope of the internal audit function and ensure its resources are adequate and used
effectively, including coordination with the external auditors; and

•

oversee the effective operation of the risk management framework.

Independent members of the Audit and Risk Committee are Vince Philpott and Christine Trotman. John
Howson resigned in August 2016, Vince Philpott replaced him as Chair.

Internal Audit Plan
Audits have been undertaken in accordance with the Internal Audit Plan. This plan was developed in
consultation with the Internal Auditor and the Risk and Audit Committee. Reviews carried out this year
were:
•

FMCF Compliance

•

Fraud & Corruption Control and Awareness

•

Corporate Governance

•

Incentives & Grants Administration
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Organisational Structure
Southern Community
Advisory Group

Community

Corporate
Committee
Northern Community
Advisory Group

Minister
for Energy,
Environment and
Climate Change,
The Hon Liliana
D’Ambrosio

Audit
Committee
WGCMA
Board

Minister for
Water, The Hon
Lisa Neville

Remuneration
Committee

Chief Executive
Officer
Martin Fuller
Communications and
Marketing

Org Development
and Support

Corporate Services
Manager
Kylie Johnson

Catchment Planning
and Delivery Manager
Dan Garlick

Finance

Partnerships and
Engagement

Statutory Planning

Information
Management / IT

Project Delivery

Floodplain Projects

Payroll

Strategic Planning
and Coordination

Administration
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Our Staff
Statement of Workforce Data
The following table discloses the head count and full-time staff equivalent (FTE) of all active public
service employees of WGCMA, employed in the last full pay period in June of the current reporting
period, and in the last full pay period in June (2017) of the previous reporting period (2016).

June 2017
All
employees

June 2016
Fixed term
and casual

Ongoing

FTE

Full
time
(head
count)

Part
time
(head
count)

16

15

13

29

24

15-24

1

25-34

All
employees

Fixed term
and casual

Ongoing

FTE

Full
time
(head
count)

Part
time
(head
count)

FTE

Number
(head
count)

FTE

17

15

13

4

15

0

0

2

30

24

15

11

22

4

3

0

0

2

2

1

0

1

1

1

7

0

0

9

8

7

2

8

0

0

4

10

1

1

12

10

7

4

9

1

1

12

4

14

1

1

17

14

11

4

13

2

1

5

2

4

5

1

1

7

5

2

5

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total

45

39

28

14

37

3

2

47

39

28

15

36

4

3

Other

41

35

25

13

33

3

2

44

35

25

14

33

4

3

Senior
Management

3

3

2

1

3

0

0

3

3

3

1

3

Executives

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

Total
Employees

45

39

28

14

37

3

2

47

39

28

15

36

4

3

Number
(head
count)

Male
Female

FTE

Number
(head
count)

FTE

Number
(head
count)

3

15

0

0

15

11

22

3

1

1

0

1

7

7

5

2

35-44

13

11

8

45-54

17

15

55-64

7

65+

Classification data

Demographic data

Gender

Age

Note: FTE numbers may not total due to rounding. Other includes administrative and field staff.
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Health & Safety Statement
The Board complies with the provisions of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004. It is
committed to providing and maintaining a safe work environment that does not pose health and safety
risks to employees, contractors, visitors and volunteers. It recognises that work health and safety is
extremely important and minimising risks to health and safety is the joint responsibility of the Board,
management and employees. We will continue to promote a culture of awareness and focus on
continuous improvement in Work Health and Safety.

WH&S Committee
The WH&S Committee meets quarterly and is chaired by the CEO. Committee Members are elected as
per our Work Health and Safety Committee Policy, with membership comprising of one representative
per work location plus one management representative and one HR representative.

Committee Members
Martin Fuller – management representative and chair
Matt Bowler – operations representative
Kathleen Brack – Leongatha office representative and Landcare representative
Laura Dungey – Traralgon office representative
Amie Twentyman – HR representative
Kylie Johnson – management representative
During 2016/17 the committee met on four occasions to focus on and review key topics including:
•

a review of training requirements

•

workplace inspections

•

evacuations drills

•

ergonomic assessments

•

updating Safe Work Method Statements

•

a review of incident reporting processes

•

review and update the WH&S Manual

Training needs were identified and conducted throughout the year including:
•

internal driver training (nine participants)

•

first aid training and CPR updates (12 participants)

•

mental health first aid training (16 participants)

•

initial occupational health and safety training course (one participant)

Throughout the year, we have had 10 incidents/near misses reported, including five of these involving
minor damage to motor vehicles, three were minor injuries to contractors and one resulted in minor
injury to staff. This represents 26 incidents per 100 FTEs.
There were no notifiable incidents that were required to be reported to the Victorian Workcover
Authority for the reporting period. Lost time as a result of workplace injuries was 8 days (contractor).
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Summary Data
2016/17

2015/16

2014/15

2013/14

Reported hazards/incidents

10

11

9

5

Lost time standard claims

nil

nil

nil

nil

Average cost per claim

nil

nil

nil

$77.00

Training Events

4

4

4

3

DataVic Access Policy
In August 2012 the Victorian Government released the DataVic Access Policy, which enables the
sharing of Government data at no, or minimal, cost to users. Government data from all agencies will be
progressively supplied in a machine readable format that will minimise access costs and maximise use
and reuse.
A review of the requirements of the DataVic Access Policy and the data owned by the organisation was
conducted in 2016/2017. Our organisation complies with the DataVic Access Policy.
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Environmental Report
Reducing our environmental impact
Our organisation and staff are committed to the implementation of the Resource Smart Program and
reducing the organisation’s environmental impact. During the 2016/2017 year we have achieved the
following results in line with our Environmental Management Strategy:

Objective

Measure

Use for
2012/13
(40.75
FTE)

Use for
2013/14
(39.11
FTE)

Use for
2014/15
(39.9
FTE)

Use for
2015/16
(38.98
FTE)

Use for
2016/7
(39
FTE)

Totals

155,476
kWh

120,617
kWh

132,939
kWh

147,633
kWh

178,323
kWh

734,988
kWh

Reduce
Energy Use
(Electricity)

Total FTE
per annum

Purchase of
Green Power

% Green
Power

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

White A4
reams per
annum

387

263

251

216

138

1,282

Reams per
FTE

9.50

Reduce
Paper Use

Increase Use
of Recycled
Paper

Paper
Recycling
Reduce
Fuel Use

White A4
reams

3,815
kWh

20%
increase **

3084 kWh 3331 kwh 3693 kWh 4572 kWh
10% Green
Energy
Purchased

249 less
reams

220

6.72

240

6.29

270

5.4

3.6

133

102

1,133

1,531

1,990

16,387

Kg per
annum

5,633

Kg Per FTE

138.23

111.12

72.35

38.31

51.03

Litres used

52,410

46,110

50,647

44,351

37,871

231,389

735

546

634

340

487

2742

Kilolitres
Reduce Water
used per
Consumption
annum

Notes*

4,346

2,887

74% of all
purchased
paper is
recycled
100% of
used paper
is recycled
14,539 litre
decrease
34%
Decrease

* Please note that paper recycling began to be measured in kilograms rather than litres from 2012-2013
** The comparisons in the notes column are on FTE commencing 2010/11 for reporting progress over a five
year period.
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Good governance
Report against Corporate Plan targets
The specific projects we undertake are developed through the Victorian Water Program Investment
Framework and National Landcare Programme processes and lodged with the Victorian and Australian
Governments. Once endorsed by Government our staff and Board develop an Annual Action Plan.
To ensure we are able to report to the Minister against governance requirements, key performance
indicators have been included in this report that will complement the outcomes required in our
investment plans. These are detailed below.

Governance
Performance area

Performance target

Achievement

Business management
and governance

Submit annually, a board
performance assessment report
according to any guidelines issued.

Compliant with guidelines issued

A risk management strategy/plan
approved by the board and being
implemented.

Plan is approved by the board and is
being implemented

One hundred per cent of the CMA’s
policies reviewed and approved
by the board every three financial
years.

100% of relevant policies reviewed

Full compliance with all applicable
Standing Directions under the
Financial Management Compliance
Framework Checklist.

Full compliance was achieved

A Regional Catchment Strategy
(RCS) approved by the minister.

Approved and being implemented

A regional waterways strategy
approved by the minister.

Approved and being implemented

A Regional Floodplain Strategy
approved by the board.

Work underway and scheduled for
completion in 2017/2018

Land and water management plans
(LWMP) in designated irrigation
areas (or equivalent) approved by
the board.

Work underway and scheduled for
completion in 2017/2018

A stakeholder and community
engagement framework/plan
approved by the board.

Approved and being implemented

A regional Landcare support plan
approved by the board.

Approved and being implemented

Regional planning and
coordination
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Performance area

Performance target

Achievement

Regional delivery

Progress with implementation
of the RCS (and any major substrategies) is reviewed by the board
annually.

RCS Program reviewed and
reported to Board

Projects/activities to implement the
RCS are delivered and reported
according to associated funding
agreements.

Approved projects and activities
are being delivered and reported
according to associated funding
agreements

Projects/activities to implement
the regional waterways strategy
and the regional floodplain
management strategy delivered and
reported according to associated
funding agreements.

Approved projects and activities
are being delivered and reported
according to associated funding
agreements

Projects/activities to implement
LWMP are delivered and reported
according to associated funding
agreements.

Approved projects and activities
are being delivered and reported
according to associated funding
agreements

Statutory functions under
part 10 of the Water Act

Ninety per cent of statutory
requirements (permits, referrals,
advice and licences) associated
with waterway and floodplain
management are responded to
within the prescribed period.

Achieved 99.2%

Statutory functions under
part 11 of the Water Act

Ninety per cent of statutory
requirements (permits, referrals,
advice and licences) associated
irrigation management are
responded to within the prescribed
period.

>90% achieved

In addition to the performance areas and indicators outlined above the WGCMA monitors the
organisation’s progress against its five-year Corporate Strategic Plan and the Key Areas of Focus
outlined on page 42. This is done through an annually approved Action Plan which cascades down
through staff work plans and is reported quarterly to the Board. For 2016/17 a 96% delivery was
achieved for the Action Plan.
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Community inclusion
Multicultural Victoria Act 2004
Our support for cultural diversity and the involvement of women, youth and Indigenous communities
took a variety of forms in 2016/17.
During the year we continued to work on the commitments made in the MoU with the Gunaikurnai.
This MoU has remained a priority in all projects and programs within their Native Title area. Internally
we have continued to implement our Indigenous Partnership Policy and Procedures throughout the
year, working towards becoming a culturally competent organisation. A key component of this has
been Aboriginal Cultural Heritage staff training.
All current staff members have completed cultural competency training up to stage two, and 30 staff
have completed the stage three on country training. Stage one of this training is the introductory
training conducted by our Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Officer (ACHO). The second stage of this
training is a one day workshop at Gunaikurnai Land and Waters Aboriginal Corporation (GLaWAC) in
Bairnsdale. A highlight of this year for 20 staff and Board members, and staff from two other CMA’s
was the stage three on country overnight trip with GLaWAC. Additional training in changes to the
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act and in depth training on cultural competency in natural resource
management has been carried out with key staff.
This year has seen our commitment to the process of cultural competency show some real outputs in
all levels of projects and programs. There has been an increase in GLaWAC work on country and in the
area of traditional ecological knowledge, communication and engagement, along with the ongoing
work in cultural competency training. The staff from GLaWAC and WGCMA are comfortable to work
together at all levels from administration to management. This is a great achievement and makes for a
good working relationship.
The cultural competency journey of the WGCMA has been shared across the state, assisting other
agencies to engage with Traditional Owners in the regions in which they work. A highlight was a
presentation to Birdlife Australia staff, who tuned in from across Australia so that their organisation can
begin working with Traditional Land Owners.

Partnerships with Traditional Land owning groups in the
WGCMA region
Gunaikurnai
The MoU with GLaWAC has continued to operate, with opportunities for involvement being
encouraged from the beginning of all projects undertaken during this time. These opportunities are
within the three key areas identified by GLaWAC in the MoU – work on country, cultural heritage
education and preservation, and traditional ecological knowledge. During 2016/17 the number of
Indigenous participants involved in our projects has again increased, and the level of participation has
also increased dramatically.
A sub-committee of the WGCMA Board and GLaWAC Board continued to meet to address issues
relevant to both organisations. This group continues to maintain oversight of our work together. This
committee is facilitated through our Partnerships and Engagement Team. Under the terms of the
MoU the two organisations are working together regularly in the three key areas, with several projects
beginning this year. During this year a planning workshop was held by the two organisations to
schedule works for the next twelve months.
The Corner Inlet Connections project has seen a large amount of on country work carried out this year,
while the Red Gum Grassy Plains project has completed an ethnobotanical study with GLaWAC which
has opened up many opportunities.
Annual Report 2016/17
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Boon Wurrung
Staff attended the Tanderrum ceremony in Federation Square at the invitation of the Boon Wurrung
Foundation. This is a culturally important event, which we will attend annually.

Bunurong Land Council
Bunurong Land Council have contributed to the Regional NRM Climate Change Strategy and the draft
Regional Floodplain Management Strategy during the last year. We hold regular stakeholder meetings,
have held two cultural heritage workshops and are represented on a team assisting them in the
development of their works crew.

Wurundjeri Tribal Land Council
Staff and Board have attended Wurundjeri events during this year, including the launch of their works
program on the Yarra, and the recent Aboriginal Water Week event they held.

Partnerships and Projects
The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Officer (ACHO) has been developing partnerships with Indigenous
communities and assisting employees to extend their understanding of Native Title and Indigenous
Cultural Heritage in Gippsland. The ACHO is a member of the following committees:
•

Brayakaulung Advisory Group – Latrobe City, Morwell

•

CMA Statewide Indigenous Facilitators’ Network

•

Close the Gap Campaign

•

NAIDOC week

The ACHO has developed partnerships, worked on projects, and sought advice and resources from
many organisations including:
•

Oxfam’s Close the Gap campaign – Melbourne

•

Human Rights Commission

We have also participated in the following research projects, via the ACHO:
•

Cultural Competency in Natural Resource Management Agencies

•

Victorian CMA Aboriginal participation guideline

•

Victorian CMA Aboriginal participation guideline Implementation plan – Pathways to participation

The ACHO has been consulted on and has provided expert knowledge on:
•

Organisational Cultural Competence in Natural Resource Management - for WGCMA

•

Regional Floodplain Management Strategy

•

Gippsland Environmental Agencies Aboriginal Inclusion plan

Working with Youth
•

mentoring GLaWAC Rangers

•

colouring competition for Close the Gap Day

•

work placement students on programs to gain experience with Traditional Owner

Involving Women
Five members of the WGCMA Board are female. Nearly half of WGMCA’s Community Advisory Group
(CAG) membership is female. Of WGCMA’s 39 (FTE) employees, 62% are female, 38% male.
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Statutory Reporting
Manner of Establishment and Relevant Minister
West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority operates under the legislative base of the
Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994. The responsible Ministers for the period 1 July 2016 to
30 June 2017 were the Hon Lisa Neville, Minister for Police and Water, and the Hon Liliana (Lily)
D’Ambrosio, Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change.

Employment and Conduct
The Public Administration Act 2004 specifies a number of employment and conduct principles that
must be observed by public sector organisations and their employees.
We are committed to the principles of equal employment opportunity (EEO).
Employment decisions are based on merit where employees are treated fairly and reasonably and have
appropriate avenue to redress against any unfair and unreasonable treatment.
We recruit, promote and train employees on the basis of merit and open competition without prejudice
or discrimination.

Freedom of Information
In the 2016/17 reporting period, there was one request for information under the Freedom of
Information Act 1982. The request was made from a private organisation and access was denied under
Section 24AA of the Act.
We are considered to be a “Government Agency” under the terms of the Freedom of Information Act
1982 and are required to comply with the procedures that have been prescribed under which members
of the public may gain access to information held by agencies. A decision to release information is
made by either the Principal Officer or an Authorised Officer. An application fee of $28.40 applies to all
requests at the time of this report’s publication.
Requests for information should be directed to:
Kylie Johnson, FOI Officer
West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority
PO Box 1374, Traralgon VIC 3844
T: 1300 094 262 Fax: (03) 5175 7899
E: kyliej@wgcma.vic.gov.au

Statement of Availability of Other Information
Information relevant to Financial Reporting Direction 22H of the Financial Management Act 1994 is
held at the WGCMA’s office and is available on request, subject to the Freedom of Information Act
1982. The Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014 establishes a regime for the responsible collection and
handling of personal information in the Victorian public sector. We comply with the 10 Information
Privacy Principles. Further information is available at the Privacy Victoria website www.privacy.vic.gov.au
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Protected Disclosure Act 2012
The Protected Disclosure Act 2012 enables people to make disclosures about improper conduct by
public officers and public bodies. The Act aims to ensure openness and accountability by encouraging
people to make disclosures and protecting them when they do.
A protected disclosure is a complaint of corrupt or improper conduct by a public officer or a public
body. We are a “public body” for the purposes of the Act. You can make a protected disclosure about
the organisation or its board members, officers or employees by contacting the Independent BroadBased Anti-Corruption Commission (IBAC) on the contact details provided below. Please note that we
are not able to receive protected disclosures.
We have established procedures for the protection of persons from detrimental action in reprisal for
making a protected disclosure about the organisation or our employees. You can access our procedures
on our website at www.wgcma.vic.gov.au
Disclosures of corrupt or improper conduct by WGCMA or our employees may be made to the
following:
Independent Broad-based Anti-Corruption Commission (IBAC) Victoria
Location: Level 1, North Tower, 459 Collins Street, Melbourne
Mailing address: GPO Box 24234, Melbourne VIC 3001
T: 1300 735 135
W: www.ibac.vic.gov.au
E: See the website above for the secure email disclosure process which also provides anonymous
disclosures.

Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006
Under Section 4 of the Public Administration Act 2004, catchment management authorities come
within the meaning of “public authorities”. Accordingly, we are required to act compatibly with the
charter and give proper consideration to human rights when making decisions. This responsibility is set
out in the Charter and also the Public Administration Act 2004 and the Code of Conduct for Victorian
Public Sector Employees. We ensure that human rights are taken into account when making decisions,
providing advice and delivering services and when changes are made to guidelines, policies or the legal
framework. We also ensure that our grievance processes comply with the Charter and are consistent
with the Public Administration Act 2004. In the reporting period, there were no complaints related to
the Charter.

Victorian Industry Participation Policy Act 2003
There were no tenders over $1,000,000 during the reporting period. A nil return was submitted.

Capital Projects
We do not manage any capital projects.
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Consultancies and major contracts
During the 2016/17 financial year, there were four consultancies where the total fees payable to the
consultants was $10,000 or greater. The total expenditure incurred during 2016/17 in relation to these
consultancies is $144,834 (excluding GST).
During the 2016/17 financial year, there were three consultancies where the total fees payable to the
consultants less than was $10,000. The total expenditure incurred during 2016/17 in relation to these
consultancies is $9,681 (excluding GST).
Total
Approved
Fee (ex GST)

Expenditure
2016/17
(ex GST)

Future
expenditure
(ex GST)

IT Strategy Review and
Procurement Services

$24,800

$24,800

$0

Crowe Horwath
(Aust) Pty Ltd

ERP Desktop Evaluations and
Recommendations

$38,674

$38,674

$0

Water Technology
Pty Ltd

Lower Latrobe and Thomson River
Environmental Flow Response
Assessment

$35,260

$12,030

$0

Woodwater

Macalister Land and Water
Management Plan

$69,330

$69,330

$0

Consultant

Purpose

Charlie Mac and
Associates

Government advertising expenditure
West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority’s expenditure in the 2016/17 reporting period on
government campaign expenditure did not exceed $100,000.

Information and Communication Technology expenditure
For the 2016/17 reporting period we had a total ICT expenditure of $657,386 with the details shown
below:

Business As Usual
(BAU) ICT expenditure
(Total)

$597,819

Non-Business As
Usual (non-BAU) ICT
expenditure
(Total = Operational
expenditure and
Capital expenditure)

Operational
expenditure

Capital expenditure

$59,567

$55,741

$3,826

ICT expenditure refers to the costs in providing business-enabling ICT services. It comprises Business
As Usual (BAU) ICT expenditure and Non-Business As Usual (non- BAU) ICT expenditure. Non-BAU
ICT expenditure relates to extending or enhancing current ICT capabilities. BAU ICT expenditure is all
remaining ICT expenditure which primarily relates to ongoing activities to operate and maintain the
current ICT capability.
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Building Act Compliance
We comply with the building and maintenance provisions of the Building Act 1993 for new and existing
buildings.

National Competition Policy
Competitive neutrality seeks to enable fair competition between local government and private sector
businesses. Any advantages or disadvantages that government businesses may experience, simply as
a result of government ownership, should be neutralised. We continue to implement and apply this
principle in our business undertakings.

Victorian Government Risk Management Framework
The Department of Treasury and Finance released the updated version of “Victorian Government Risk
Management Framework” (VGRMF or Framework) in 2015.
A key benefit of the framework is that it brings together information on governance polices,
accountabilities, and roles and responsibilities for all those involved in risk management. It also provides
a central resource with links to a wide range of risk management information sources.
The VGRMF adopts the risk management standard Australian and New Zealand Standard AS/ NZS ISO
31000:2009 Risk Management – Principles and Guidelines which provides a generic, internationally
accepted basis for best practice risk management. An attestation by accountable officers that risk
management processes are in place, risks are effectively controlled and managed and that the risk
profile of the organisation has been critically reviewed within the last 12 months.
I, Angus Hume, certify that the West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority has complied
with the Ministerial Standing Direction 3.7.1 – Risk Management Framework and Processes. The West
Gippsland Catchment Management Authority’s Audit & Risk Committee verifies this.

Angus Hume | Chair
28 August 2017

Significant changes in financial position
Our financial position has had no major change on base programs compared to previous years.
We continue to have significant cash on hand which is committed to projects and other activities into
the future.

Major changes or factors affecting performance
There were no changes or factors which affected our performance during the reporting period.

Subsequent events affecting future operations
There were no events occurring after balance date which may significantly affect our operations in
subsequent reporting periods.
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Disclosure index
This Annual Report is prepared in accordance with all Victorian legislation. This index has been prepared
to help identify compliance with each of the statutory disclosure requirements.
Report of Operations
Legislation

Disclosure

Page

Charter and purpose
FRD 22H

Manner of establishment and the relevant Ministers

FRD 22H

Purpose, functions, powers and duties

FRD 22H

Key initiatives and projects

FRD 22H

Nature and range of services provided

55
39-41
4-5
39-41

Management and structure
FRD 22H

Organisational structure

46

Financial and other information
FRD 10A

Disclosure index
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FRD12B

Disclosure of major contracts
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FRD15D

Executive officer disclosures
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FRD 22H

Operational and budgetary objectives and performance against objectives

FRD 22H
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FRD 22H
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FRD 22H
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FRD 22H
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Report of Operations
Legislation

Disclosure

Page

Financial and other information
FRD 24C

Reporting of office-based environmental impacts

50

FRD 25C

Victoria Industry Participation Policy disclosures

56

FRD 29B

Workforce data disclosures

47

Grants and transfer payments

37

Vic Data Access Policy

49

Compliance attestation and declaration
SD5.1.4

Attestation for compliance with Ministerial Standing Direction
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SD5.2.3

Declaration in report of operations
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Financial report – financial statements required under Part 7 of the FMA
SD5.2.2

Declaration in financial statements

63
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Compliance with Australian accounting standards and other authoritative
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61-93
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FRD 103F

Non-financial Physical Assets
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FRD 110A

Cash Flow Statements
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Defined Benefit Superannuation Obligations
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Financial Management Act 1994
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Finances
How this report is structured
The West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority has presented its audited general purpose
financial statements for the financial year ended 30 June 2017 in the following structure to provide
users with information about the Authority’s stewardship of resource entrusted to it.

Financial statements
Comprehensive operating statement
Balance sheet
Cash flow statement
Statement of changes in equity

Notes to the financial statements
1.

About this report

The basis on which the financial statements have been prepared and compliance with reporting regulations
2.

Funding delivery of our services

Revenue recognised in respect of Government contributions and other income sources
2.1 Summary of income that funds the delivery of our service
2.2 Income from transactions
3.

The cost of delivering services

Operating expenses of the Authority
3.1 Expenses incurred in delivery of services
3.2 Materials, maintenance, grants, contracts and consultancies
3.3 Lease expenses
3.4 Other operating expenses
4.

Key assets available to support output delivery

4.1 Total property, plant and equipment
4.2 Intangible assets
5.

Other assets and liabilities

Other key assets and liabilities
5.1 Receivables
5.2 Payables
5.3 Other non-financial assets
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6.

Financing our operations

Cash flow information, commitments for expenditure and carry forward project funding
6.1 Cash flow information and balances
6.2 Commitments for expenditure
6.3 Carry forward project funding
7.

Risks, contingencies and valuation judgements

Financial risk management, contingent assets and liabilities as well as fair value
determination
7.1 Financial instruments specific disclosures
7.2 Contingent assets and contingent liabilities
7.3 Fair value determination
8.

Other disclosures

8.1 Ex-gratia expenses
8.2 Other economic flows included in net result
8.3 Reserves
8.4 Responsible persons
8.5 Remuneration of executives
8.6 Related parties
8.7 Remuneration of auditors
8.8 Subsequent events
8.9 Australian Accounting Standards issued that are not yet effective
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Declaration in the Financial Statements
The attached financial statements for the West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority (the
Authority) have been prepared in accordance with Direction 5.2 of the Standing Directions of the
Minister for Finance under the Financial Management Act 1994 , applicable Financial Reporting
Directions, Australian Accounting Standards including Interpretations, and other mandatory
professional reporting requirements.
We further state that, in our opinion, the information set out in the comprehensive operating
statement, balance sheet, statement of changes in equity, cash flow statement and accompanying
notes, presents fairly the financial transactions during the year ended 30 June 2017 and financial
position of the Authority at 30 June 2017.
At the time of signing, we are not aware of any circumstances which would render any particulars
included in the financial statements to be misleading or inaccurate.
We authorise the attached financial statements for issue on 28 August 2017.

Angus Hume
Chairperson

Martin Fuller
CEO and Accountable Officer

Kylie Johnson
Chief Finance & Accounting Officer
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COMPREHENSIVE OPERATING STATEMENT

for the financial year ended 30 June 2017

Notes

2017
$

2016
$

Income from transactions
Government contributions
Interest
Other income
Total income from transactions

2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3

10,950,718
235,703
2,360,256
13,546,677

9,851,831
279,881
2,165,914
12,297,626

Expenses from transactions
Employee expenses
Depreciation
Materials, maintenance, grants, contracts and consultancies
Lease expenses
Other operating expenses
Total expenses from transactions

3.1.1
4.1.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

4,431,753
386,362
5,454,960
269,033
900,915
11,443,023

4,403,205
433,501
5,257,350
261,539
915,065
11,270,659

2,103,655

1,026,966

17,466

70,728

2,121,121

1,097,694

Net result from transactions (net operating balance)
Other economic flows included in net result
Net gain/(loss) on non-financial assets (i)

8.2

Net result
Other economic flows - other comprehensive income
Items that will not be reclassified to net result
Changes in physical asset revaluation surplus
Comprehensive result

8.3

2,121,121

104,443
1,202,137

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
Note:
(i) 'Net gain/(loss) on non-financial assets' includes unrealised and realised gains/(losses) from revaluations,
impairments, and disposals of all physical assets and intangible assets, except when these are taken through the asset
revaluation surplus.
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BALANCE SHEET

as at 30 June 2017

Notes
Assets
Financial assets
Cash and deposits
Receivables
Total financial assets
Non-financial assets
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Other non-financial assets
Total non-financial assets

2017
$

2016
$

6.1
5.1

15,112,049
240,409
15,352,457

12,782,572
185,917
12,968,489

4.1
4.2
5.3

1,562,922
38,239
78,425
1,679,586

1,826,677
47,642
80,598
1,954,918

17,032,043

14,923,406

353,557
1,403,502

445,731
1,323,812

1,757,059

1,769,543

15,274,984

13,153,864

334,365
395,359
6,183,818
8,361,442
15,274,984

334,365
395,359
4,062,699
8,361,442
13,153,864

Total assets
Liabilities
Payables
Employee related provisions

5.2
3.1.2

Total liabilities
Net assets
Equity

Accumulated surplus/(deficit)
Physical asset revaluation surplus
Committed funds reserve
Contributed capital
Net worth

8.3
8.3

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT

for the year ended 30 June 2017
Notes

2017
$

2016
$

Cash flows from operating activities
Receipts
Receipts from government
Interest received
Goods and services tax received from the ATO (i)
Other receipts
Total receipts

10,866,789
206,032
409,426
2,462,156
13,944,403

10,432,681
277,553
543,950
2,077,893
13,332,077

Payments
Payments to suppliers and employees
Total payments

11,519,189
11,519,189

11,131,355
11,131,355

Net cash flows from/(used in) operating activities

6.1.1

2,425,214

2,200,722

Cash flows from investing activities
Purchases of non-financial assets
Proceeds from the sale of non-financial assets

4.1.2
8.2

(220,549)
124,812

(571,871)
306,181

(95,737)

(265,690)

2,329,477

1,935,032

12,782,572

10,847,540

15,112,049

12,782,572

Net cash (outflow) / inflow from investing activities
Net increase / (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the financial year
Cash and cash equivalents at end of financial year

6.1

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
Note:
(i) GST received from the Australian Taxation Office is presented on a net basis.
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

for the financial year ended 30 June 2017
Accumulated
surplus
Balance at 1 July 2015
Net result for the year
Other comprehensive income for the year
Transfers to/(from) reserves (i)
Balance at 30 June 2016
Net result for the year
Transfers to/(from) reserves (i)
Balance at 30 June 2017

Committed
funds
reserve
$
2,965,005
1,097,694

Contributed
capital

Total

$
334,365
1,097,694
(1,097,694)

Physical asset
revaluation
surplus
$
290,916
104,443
-

$
8,361,442
-

$
11,951,727
1,097,694
104,443
-

334,365

395,359

4,062,699

8,361,442

13,153,864

-

2,121,121

395,359

6,183,818

2,121,121
(2,121,121)
334,365

8,361,442

2,121,121
15,274,984

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
Note:
(i) The amounts transferred from accumulated surplus to committed funds reserve consists of carry forward project
funding that has been set aside for the purpose of funding specific projects.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

for the year ended 30 June 2017
1. ABOUT THIS REPORT

The West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority is a government authority of the State of Victoria, established on
1 July 1997 by the state government.
Its principal address is:

West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority
16 Hotham Street
Traralgon VIC 3844

A description of the nature of its operations and its principal activities is included in Catchment Reporting, which does
not form part of these financial statements.
Basis of preparation
These financial statements are in Australian dollars and the historical cost convention is used unless a different
measurement basis is specifically disclosed in the note associated with the item measured on a different basis.
The accrual basis of accounting has been applied in preparing these financial statements, whereby assets, liabilities,
equity, income and expenses are recognised in the reporting period to which they relate, regardless of when cash is
received or paid.
Judgements, estimates and assumptions are required to be made about financial information being presented. The
significant judgements made in the preparation of these financial statements are disclosed in the notes where amounts
affected by those judgements are disclosed. Estimates and associated assumptions are based on professional
judgements derived from historical experience and various other factors that are believed to be reasonable under the
circumstances. Actual results may differ from these estimates.
Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised and also in future
periods that are affected by the revision. Judgements and assumptions made by management in the application of
AASs that have significant effects on the financial statements and estimates are disclosed in the notes under the
heading: 'Significant judgement or estimates', and relate to:
 employee benefit provisions (Note 3.1.2);
 accrued revenue (Note 5.1);
 accrued expenses (Note 5.2);
 fair value measurements of assets and liabilities (Note 7.3).
Compliance Information
These general purpose financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Financial Management Act
1994 ( FMA) and applicable Australian Accounting Standards (AASs) which include Interpretations, issued by the
Australian Accounting Standards Board (AASB). In particular, they are presented in a manner consistent with the
requirements of AASB 101 Presentation of Financial Statements .
Where appropriate, those AASs paragraphs applicable to not-for-profit entities have been applied. Accounting policies
selected and applied in these financial statements ensure that the resulting financial information satisfies the concepts of
relevance and reliability, thereby ensuring that the substance of the underlying transactions or other events is reported.

2. FUNDING DELIVERY OF OUR SERVICES
Introduction
The Authority's overall objective is for the co-ordinated control of natural resource management within the broader
catchments of West Gippsland. The role of the Authority is to ensure effective implementation of the Regional
Catchment Strategy. Associated with this role the Authority carries out strategic planning and advises Government.
To enable the Authority to deliver on its objectives, it receives income predominantly through State and Commonwealth
Government Contributions.
Structure
2.1 Summary of income that funds the delivery of our services
2.2 Income from transactions
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2.1 Summary of income that funds the delivery of our services
Notes

2017

2016

Introduction

SECTION

The Authority's overall objective is for the co-ordinated control of natural resource management within the broader
catchments of West Gippsland. The role of the Authority is to ensure effective implementation of the Regional
Catchment Strategy. Associated with this role the Authority carries out strategic planning and advises Government.

6

To enable the Authority to deliver on its objectives, it receives income predominantly through State and Commonwealth
Government Contributions.
Structure
2.1 Summary of income that funds the delivery of our services
2.2 Income from transactions

2.1 Summary of income that funds the delivery of our services
Notes
Government contributions
Interest
Other income
Total income from transactions

2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3

2017
$
10,950,718
235,703
2,360,256
13,546,677

2016
$
9,851,831
279,881
2,165,914
12,297,626

Income is recognised to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to the entity and the income can
be reliably measured at fair value.

2.2 Income from transactions
2.2.1 Government contributions
State Government
Catchment Planning
Sustainable Irrigation
River Health
Floodplain Management
Natural Disaster
Other State Funding
Commonwealth Government
National Landcare Program
Other Commonwealth Funding
Total Government contributions

2017
$
1,228,405
1,642,000
5,521,000
280,000
263,397
60,005
8,994,807

2016
$
988,568
1,124,539
4,596,000
300,000
8,400
859,399
7,876,906

1,955,911
1,955,911
10,950,718

1,955,911
19,014
1,974,925
9,851,831

Government grants and contributions are recognised as income from transactions on receipt or when the Authority
obtains control of the contribution and meets certain other criteria as outlined in AASB 1004 Contributions , whichever is
the sooner, and disclosed in the comprehensive operating statement as government contributions.
2.2.2 Interest
Interest on bank deposits

2017
$
235,703

2016
$
279,881

Interest income includes interest received on bank term deposits. Interest income is recognised using the effective
interest method which allocates the interest over the relevant period.
2.2.3 Other income
Partnership Contributions
Rental Income
Employee Contributions
Ancillary Trading
Total other income

2017
$
2,128,018
222,858
9,380
2,360,256

2016
$
1,928,661
4,961
232,256
35
2,165,914

Partnership contributions consists of funds received from organisations as partners in major projects, and are
recognised as income from transactions when an entitlement is established or on receipt, whichever is the sooner, and
disclosed in the comprehensive operating statement as other income.
Income from property rentals is recognised as income on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
All other income is recognised when the right to receive payment is established.
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3. THE COST OF DELIVERING SERVICES
Introduction
This section provides an account of the expenses incurred by the Authority in delivering services. In Section 2, the funds
that enable the provision of services were disclosed and in this note the cost association with the provision of services
are recorded.
Structure
3.1 Expenses incurred in delivery of services
3.2 Materials, maintenance, grants, contracts and consultancies
3.3 Lease expenses
3.4 Other operating expenses

3.1 Expenses incurred in delivery of services:
Employee expenses
Materials, maintenance, grants, contracts and consultancies
Lease expenses
Other operating expenses
Total expenses from transactions

Notes
3.1.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

3.1.1 Employee expenses in the comprehensive operating statement
Salaries & wages
Annual leave
Long service leave
Other leave
Defined contribution superannuation expense
Defined benefit superannuation expense
Other employee expenses
Movement in provisions for employee benefits
Total employee benefit expenses

2017
$
4,431,753
5,454,960
269,033
900,915
11,056,660

2016
$
4,403,205
5,257,350
261,539
915,065
10,837,159

2017
$
3,132,582
306,358
5,720
285,063
329,945
15,291
277,104
79,690
4,431,753

2016
$
3,103,186
263,904
28,424
253,158
317,937
14,669
278,545
143,380
4,403,205

Employee expenses include all costs related to employment including wages and salaries, payroll tax, fringe benefits tax,
leave entitlements, termination payments and WorkCover premiums.
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3.1.2 Employee related provisions in the balance sheet
Significant judgement: Employee benefit provisions
In measuring employee benefit provisions, consideration is given to expected future wage and salary levels, experience
of employee departures and periods of service. Expected future payments are discounted using a single weighted
average discount rate based on market yields of national government bonds in Australia that reflects the estimated
timing and amount of benefit payment.
Provision is made for benefits accruing to employees in respect of wages and salaries, annual leave and long service
leave (LSL) for services rendered to the reporting date and recorded as an expense during the period the services are
delivered.
2017
2016
$
$
Current provisions for employee benefits
Time in lieu and RDO:
Unconditional and expected to be settled within 12 months
36,288
31,958
Annual leave:
Unconditional and expected to be settled within 12 months
315,986
328,678
Unconditional and expected to be settled after 12 months
40,906
46,931
Long service leave:
Unconditional and expected to be settled within 12 months
65,194
59,380
Unconditional and expected to be settled after 12 months
662,116
588,535
1,120,491
1,055,482
Provisions for on-costs
Unconditional and expected to be settled within 12 months
59,564
59,866
Unconditional and expected to be settled after 12 months
106,502
96,104
Total current provisions
1,286,557
1,211,452
Non-current provisions for employee benefits
Long service leave:
Conditional and expected to be settled after 12 months
Provisions for on-costs
Conditional and expected to be settled after 12 months
Total non-current provisions
Total provisions for employee benefits and on-costs

101,510

97,540

15,435
116,945

14,820
112,360

1,403,502

1,323,812

Reconciliation of movement in on-cost provision
Opening balance
Additional provisions recognised
Reductions resulting from payments/other sacrifices of future economic benefit
Unwind of discount and effect of changes in the discount rate
Closing balance

2017
$
170,790
10,711
181,501

Wages and salaries and annual leave:
Liabilities for wages and salaries (including non-monetary benefits, annual leave and on-costs) are recognised as part of
the employee benefit provision as current liabilities, because the Authority does not have an unconditional right to defer
settlements of these liabilities.
Long service leave (LSL):
Regardless of the expected timing of settlement, unconditional LSL is classified as a current liability because the
Authority does not have an unconditional right to defer the settlement of these liabilities.
Unconditional LSL liability amounts expected to be wholly settled within 12 months are measured at the nominal value.
Unconditional LSL liability amount that are not expected to be wholly settled within 12 months are measured as the
present value of the estimated future cash outflows to be made by the entity.
Unconditional LSL represents long service leave entitlements accrued for employees with more than 7 years of
continuous service.
Conditional LSL is classified as a non-current liability and measured as the present value of the estimated future cash
outflows to be made by the entity.
3.1.3 Superannuation contributions
Employees of the Authority are entitled to receive superannuation benefits and the Authority contributes to both defined
benefit and defined contribution plans. The defined benefit plans provide benefits based on year of service and final
average salary.
Annual Report 2016/17
The Authority does not recognise any defined benefit liability because it has no legal or constructive obligation to pay
future benefits relating to its employees. The Department of Treasury and Finance discloses in its annual financial
statements the states net defined benefits cost related to the members of these plans as an administered liability.
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Unconditional LSL liability amounts expected to be wholly settled within 12 months are measured at the nominal value.
Unconditional LSL liability amount that are not expected to be wholly settled within 12 months are measured as the
present value of the estimated future cash outflows to be made by the entity.
Unconditional LSL represents long service leave entitlements accrued for employees with more than 7 years of
continuous service.
Conditional LSL is classified as a non-current liability and measured as the present value of the estimated future cash
outflows to be made by the entity.
3.1.3 Superannuation contributions
Employees of the Authority are entitled to receive superannuation benefits and the Authority contributes to both defined
benefit and defined contribution plans. The defined benefit plans provide benefits based on year of service and final
average salary.
The Authority does not recognise any defined benefit liability because it has no legal or constructive obligation to pay
future benefits relating to its employees. The Department of Treasury and Finance discloses in its annual financial
statements the states net defined benefits cost related to the members of these plans as an administered liability.
The amount recognised in the comprehensive operating statement in relation to Superannuation is employer
contributions for members of both defined benefit and defined contribution superannuation plans that are paid or payable
during the reporting period.
The name, details and amounts expensed in relation to the major employee superannuation funds and contributions
made by the Authority are as follows:
2017
2016
$
$
Defined benefit plans: (i)
Vision super defined benefits scheme
9,638
9,068
Government superannuation office
5,653
5,601
Defined contribution plans:
Vision super
118,738
120,609
Vic super
24,408
25,293
Other private schemes
186,799
172,036
Total
345,236
332,606
(i) The bases for determining the level of contributions is determined by the various actuaries of the defined benefit
superannuation plans.
There was $12,789 in contributions outstanding to the above schemes as at 30 June 2017 (2016: $10,775)

3.2 Materials, maintenance, grants, contracts and consultancies
Materials
Repairs and maintenance
Grants paid
Contractors
Consultants
Total materials, maintenance, grants, contracts and consultancies

2017
$
281,668
97,384
971,994
3,949,397
154,515
5,454,960

2016
$
339,298
72,268
879,564
3,702,331
263,889
5,257,350

Materials, grants, contracts, consultancies are recognised as an expense in the reporting period in which they are paid or
payable.

3.3 Lease expenses
Operating lease payments
Lease expenses

2017
$
269,033
269,033

2016
$
261,539
261,539

Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense in the comprehensive operating statement on a straight-line
basis over the lease term. The leased asset is not recognised in the balance sheet.

3.4 Other operating expenses

Other operating expenses generally represent the day-to-day running costs incurred in normal operations and are
recognised as an expense in the reporting period in which they are paid or payable.
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4. KEY ASSETS AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT OUTPUT DELIVERY
Introduction
The Authority controls property and other investments that are utilised in fulfilling its objectives and conducting its
activities. They represent the key resources that have been entrusted to the Authority to be utilised for delivery of those
outputs.
Structure
4.1 Total property, plant and equipment
4.2 Intangible assets

4.1 Total property, plant and equipment

Land at fair value
Buildings at fair value
Works assets at fair value
Plant and equipment at fair value
Office furniture and equipment at fair value
Motor vehicles at fair value
Net carrying amount

Gross carrying
Accumulated
amount
Depreciation
2017
2016
2017
2016
$
$
$
$
401,000
401,000
280,001
280,001
(7,000)
151,000
151,000
(7,550)
272,502
272,502 (236,381) (219,840)
802,720
815,704 (695,966) (714,322)
1,145,349 1,195,131 (542,753) (354,498)
3,052,572
3,115,338 (1,489,650) (1,288,660)

Net carrying
amount
2017
2016
$
$
401,000
401,000
280,001
273,001
151,000
143,450
52,662
36,121
101,382
106,754
840,633
602,596
1,562,922 1,826,677

Initial recognition:
Items of property, plant and equipment are measured initially at cost and subsequently revalued at fair value less
accumulated depreciation and impairment. Where an asset is acquired for no or nominal cost, the cost is its fair value at
the date of acquisition. Assets transferred as part of a machinery of government change are transferred at their carrying
amount.
Subsequent measurement:
Property, plant and equipment are subsequently measured at fair value less accumulated depreciation and impairment.
Non-specialised land is valued using the market approach, whereby assets are compared to recent comparable sales or
sales of comparable assets that are considered to have nominal value.
The market approach is also used for specialised land, although is adjusted for the community service obligation (CSO)
to reflect the specialised nature of the land being valued.
Non-specialised buildings and works assets are valued using the depreciated replacement cost method.
Note 7.3 includes additional information in connection with fair value determination of property, plant and equipment.
4.1.1 Depreciation and impairment

2017
$
7,000
7,550
16,541
54,375
291,493
9,403
386,362

Charge for the period
Buildings
Works assets
Plant & equipment
Office furniture & equipment
Motor vehicles
Intangible assets
Total depreciation

2016
$
7,700
7,500
20,170
99,473
289,254
9,403
433,501

All non-financial physical assets that have finite useful lives are depreciated.
Depreciation is calculated on a straight-line basis at rates that allocate the asset's value, less any estimated residual
value, over its estimated useful life. Typical estimated useful lives for the different asset classes for current and prior
years are included in the table below:
Asset
Buildings
Works assets
Plant and equipment

Useful Life
40 years
20 years
3 - 20 years
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Buildings
Works assets
Plant & equipment
Office furniture & equipment
Motor vehicles
Intangible assets
Total depreciation

7,000
7,550
16,541
54,375
291,493
9,403
386,362

7,700
7,500
20,170
99,473
289,254
9,403
433,501

All non-financial physical assets that have finite useful lives are depreciated.
Depreciation is calculated on a straight-line basis at rates that allocate the asset's value, less any estimated residual
value, over its estimated useful life. Typical estimated useful lives for the different asset classes for current and prior
years are included in the table below:
Asset
Buildings
Works assets
Plant and equipment
Furniture & office equipment
Motor vehicles
Intangible assets

Useful Life
40 years
20 years
3 - 20 years
3 - 10 years
4 years
3 - 10 years

The estimated useful lives, residual values and depreciation method are reviewed at the end of each annual reporting
period, and adjustments made where appropriate.
Land which is considered to have an indefinite life, is not depreciated.
Non-financial assets, including items of Property, Plant and Equipment, are tested for impairment whenever there is an
indication that the assets may be impaired.
The assets concerned are tested as to whether their carrying value exceeds their recoverable amount. Where an asset’s
carrying value exceeds its recoverable amount, the difference is written off as an ‘other economic flow’, except to the
extent that it can be debited to an asset revaluation surplus amount applicable to that class of asset.
If there is an indication that there has been a reversal in impairment, the carrying amount shall be increased to its
recoverable amount. However this reversal should not increase the asset’s carrying amount above what would have been
determined, net of depreciation or amortisation, if no impairment loss had been recognised in prior years.
The recoverable amount for most assets is measured at the higher of depreciated replacement cost and fair value less
costs to sell. Recoverable amount for assets held primarily to generate net cash inflows is measured at the higher of the
present value of future cash flows expected to be obtained from the asset and fair value less costs to sell.
4.1.2 Reconciliation of movements in carrying values of property, plant and equipment

2016-17
Opening balance
Additions
Disposals
Depreciation
Closing balance
2015-16
Opening balance
Additions
Disposals
Write-Offs
Revaluation
Depreciation
Closing balance
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Office
Works
Plant and furniture and
Land at fair Buildings at assets at fair equipment at equipment at
value
fair value
value
fair value
fair value
$
$
$
$
$

Motor
vehicles at
fair value

$

Total

$

401,000
401,000

280,001
(7,000)
273,001

151,000
(7,550)
143,450

52,662
(16,541)
36,121

101,382
59,748
(54,375)
106,754

840,633
160,802
(107,346)
(291,493)
602,596

1,826,677
220,549
(107,346)
(376,959)
1,562,922

350,000
51,000
401,000

272,758
14,943
(7,700)
280,001

120,000
38,500
(7,500)
151,000

83,143
1,500
(11,811)
(20,170)
52,662

142,153
58,814
(112)
(99,473)
101,382

841,859
511,559
(223,530)
(289,254)
840,633

1,809,913
571,872
(235,341)
(112)
104,443
(424,098)
1,826,677
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4.2 Intangible assets
Computer Software
Gross carrying amount
Opening Balance
Additions
Disposals
Closing balance
Accumulated depreciation
Opening Balance
Depreciation
Closing balance
Net book value at end of financial year

2017
$

2016
$

830,712
830,712

830,712
830,712

(783,070)
(9,403)
(792,473)
38,239

(773,668)
(9,403)
(783,070)
47,642

Intangible assets are initially recognised at cost. Subsequently, intangible assets with finite useful lives are carried at cost
less accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses.
Intangible produced assets with finite useful lives are depreciated as an 'expense from transactions' on a straight line
basis over their useful lives.

5. OTHER ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
Introduction
This section sets out those assets and liabilities that arose from the Authority's operations
Structure
5.1 Receivables
5.2 Payables
5.3 Other non-financial assets

5.1 Receivables
Significant judgement: Accrued revenue
Accrued revenue represent goods or services that have been delivered but have not been invoiced to the customer.
In estimating an amount of accrued revenue, consideration is given to the stage of completion of the services being
performed, and the extent of the costs incurred that are recoverable.
Current receivables
Contractual
Trade receivables
Accrued revenue
Other receivables
Statutory
GST input tax credits recoverable
FBT refund
Total current receivables

2017
$
99,561
46,465
4
146,030

2016
$
99,656
16,795
250
116,700

89,581
4,797
94,378
240,409

69,216
69,216
185,917

Contractual receivables are classified as financial instruments and categorised as 'loans and receivables'. They are
initially recognised at fair value plus any directly attributable transaction costs. Subsequent to initial measurement they
are measured at amortised cost less any impairment.
Statutory receivables do not arise from contracts and are recognised and measured similarly to contractual receivables
(except for impairment), but are not classified as financial instruments.
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5.1.1 Ageing analysis of contractual receivables
Carrying

Past due but not Past due but not
impaired - Less
impaired - 1-3
than 1 month
months
$
$
$

Not past due
$

2017
Receivables:
Trade receivables
Accrued revenue
Other receivables
Total

99,561
46,465
4
146,030

98,771
46,465
4
145,240

420
420

2016
Receivables:
Trade receivables
Accrued revenue
Other receivables
Total

99,656
16,795
250
116,700

98,116
16,795
250
115,160

1,540
1,540

370
370

-

-

Trade and other receivables are due for settlement 30 days from the end of the month that they were invoiced. There are
no material financial assets that are individually determined to be impaired.

5.2 Payables
Significant judgement: Accrued expenses
Accrued expenses represent goods or services that have been received or supplied but have not been invoiced by the
supplier.
In estimating the amount of an accrued expense, consideration is given to the stage of completion of the services being
performed.
Current Payables
Contractual
Trade payables
Accrued expenses
Other payables
Statutory
FBT accrual
Superannuation
Total current payables

2,017
$
71,824
188,978
63,277
324,079

2016
$
86,534
249,641
80,170
416,346

16,689
12,789
29,478
353,557

18,610
10,775
29,385
445,731

Contractual payables are classified as financial instruments and categorised as 'financial liabilities at amortised cost'.
They are initially recognised at fair value plus any directly attributable transaction costs. Subsequent to initial
measurement, they are measured at amortised cost.
Statutory payables are recognised and measured similarly to contractual payables, but are not classified as financial
instruments and not included in the category of financial liabilities at amortised cost, because they do not arise from
contracts.
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5.2.1 Maturity analysis of contractual payables

$

Less than 1
month
$

71,824
188,978
63,277
324,079

71,824
175,778
63,277
310,879

Carrying amount
2017
Payables:
Trade payables
Accrued expenses
Other payables
Total

$

Less than 1
month
$

86,534
249,641
80,170
416,346

86,534
249,641
80,170
416,346

Carrying amount
2016
Payables:
Trade payables
Accrued expenses
Other payables
Total

Maturity dates
1-3 months
$

3-6 months
$

13,200
13,200

-

Maturity dates
1-3 months
$

3-6 months
$

-

-

Payables for supplies and services have an average credit period of 30 days.

5.3 Other non-financial assets
Current other assets
Prepayments
Total other assets

2017
$
78,425
78,425

2016
$
80,598
80,598

Other non-financial assets include prepayments which represent payments in advance of receipt of goods or services or
that part of expenditure made in one accounting period covering a term extending beyond that period.

6. HOW WE FINANCED OUR OPERATIONS
This section provides information on the sources of finance utilised by the Authority during its operations, and other
information related to financing activities of the Authority.
This section includes disclosures of balances that are financial instruments, such as cash balances. Notes 7.2 and 7.3
provide additional, specific financial instrument disclosures.
Structure
6.1 Cash flow information and balances
6.2 Commitments for expenditure
6.3 Carry forward project funding

6.1 Cash flow information and balances
Cash and deposits, including cash equivalents, comprise cash on hand and cash at bank, deposits at call and those
highly liquid investments with an original maturity of three months or less, which are held for the purpose of meeting shortterm cash commitments rather than for investment purposes, and which are readily convertible to known amounts of
cash and are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value.
Cash and deposits disclosed in the balance sheet:
Cash on hand
Cash at bank
Deposits at call
Term deposits (less than 3 months)
Balance as per cash flow statement

2017
$
900
111,149
1,000,000
14,000,000
15,112,049

6.1.1 Reconciliation of net result to cash flow from operating activities

2016
$
900
781,672
1,000,000
11,000,000
12,782,572
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Cash and deposits disclosed in the balance sheet:
Cash on hand
Cash at bank
Deposits at call
Term deposits (less than 3 months)
Balance as per cash flow statement

2017
$
900
111,149
1,000,000
14,000,000
15,112,049

2016
$
900
781,672
1,000,000
11,000,000
12,782,572

2017
$
2,121,121

2016
$
1,097,694

(17,466)
386,362
2,490,017

(70,728)
433,501
1,460,467

(54,492)
2,173
(92,174)
79,690
2,425,214

586,815
8,283
1,778
143,380
2,200,722

6.1.1 Reconciliation of net result to cash flow from operating activities

Net result for the period
Non-cash movements:
(Gain) / loss on disposal of non-current assets
Depreciation and amortisation of non-current assets
Movements in assets and liabilities:
Decrease/(increase) in receivables
Decrease/(increase) in prepayments
(Decrease)/increase in payables
(Decrease)/increase in employee benefits
Net cash flows from/(used in) operating activities

6.2 Commitments for expenditure
Commitments for future expenditure include operating lease commitments arising from contracts. These commitments
are recorded below at their nominal value and inclusive of GST. These future expenditures cease to be disclosed as
commitments once the related liabilities are recognised in the balance sheet.
6.2.1 Total commitments payable
Operating lease commitments payable
Less than 1 year
1 to 5 years
5 years or more
Total commitments (inclusive of GST)

2,017
$
276,149
173,491
449,640

2016
$
268,857
429,780
698,637

Operating lease commitments relate to office, depot and car parking facilities with lease terms between one and five
years. These contracts do not allow the Authority to purchase the facilities after the lease ends, but the Authority has the
option to renew each of the leases at the end of the lease term.
As at 30 June 2017 the Authority had Nil in finance lease commitments (2016: $Nil).
As at 30 June 2017 the Authority had Nil in capital expenditure commitments (2016: $Nil).

6.3 Carry forward project funding
Catchment Management Authorities are responsible for the facilitation and coordination of catchments in an integrated
and sustainable manner. This is achieved by undertaking projects funded by Victorian and Australian Government
programs. The Authority received funding for specific projects which are guided by the Regional Catchment Strategy and
delivered in line with the Authority's Corporate Plan approved by the Minister for Water.
The projects funded by the State and Commonwealth Governments can be undertaken over multiple financial years and
is received at various stages of the project life based on contractual agreements. At the end of the financial year there
are some projects that have not reached completion but will be completed within the contractual terms in future financial
periods. At balance date the Authority has cash and cash equivalents that will be utilised to complete these projects in
future financial years.
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7. RISKS, CONTINGENCIES AND VALUATION JUDGEMENTS
7. RISKS, CONTINGENCIES AND VALUATION JUDGEMENTS
Introduction
Introduction
The Authority is exposed to risk from its activities and outside factors. In addition, it is often necessary to make
The Authority is exposed to risk from its activities and outside factors. In addition, it is often necessary to make
judgements and estimates associated with recognition and measurement of items in the financial statements. This
judgements and estimates associated with recognition and measurement of items in the financial statements. This
section sets out financial instrument specific information, (including exposures to financial risks) as well as those items
section sets out financial instrument specific information, (including exposures to financial risks) as well as those items
that are contingent in nature or require a high level of judgement to be applied, which for the Authority relate mainly to fair
that are contingent in nature or require a high level of judgement to be applied, which for the Authority relate mainly to fair
value determination.
value determination.
Structure
Structure
7.1 Financial instruments specific disclosures
7.1 Financial instruments specific disclosures
7.2 Contingent assets and contingent liabilities
7.2 Contingent assets and contingent liabilities
7.3 Fair value determination
7.3 Fair value determination

7.1 Financial instruments specific disclosures
7.1 Financial instruments specific disclosures
Introduction
Introduction
Financial instruments arise out of contractual agreements that give rise to a financial asset of one entity and a financial
Financial instruments arise out of contractual agreements that give rise to a financial asset of one entity and a financial
liability or equity instrument of another entity.
liability or equity instrument of another entity.
Categories of financial instruments
Categories of financial instruments
Loans and receivables are financial instrument assets with fixed and determinable payments that are not quoted in an
Loans and receivables are financial instrument assets with fixed and determinable payments that are not quoted in an
active market. These assets are initially recognised at fair value plus any directly attributable transaction costs.
active market. These assets are initially recognised at fair value plus any directly attributable transaction costs.
Subsequent to initial measurement, loans and receivables are measured at amortised cost less any impairment. Loans
Subsequent to initial measurement, loans and receivables are measured at amortised cost less any impairment. Loans
and receivables category includes cash and deposits, trade and other receivables, but exclude statutory receivables
and receivables category includes cash and deposits, trade and other receivables, but exclude statutory receivables
Collectability of trade receivables is reviewed on an ongoing basis. Bad debts which are known to be uncollectible are
Collectability of trade receivables is reviewed on an ongoing basis. Bad debts which are known to be uncollectible are
written off, and classified as a transaction expense. A provision for impaired receivables is established when there is
written off, and classified as a transaction expense. A provision for impaired receivables is established when there is
objective evidence that the Authority will not be able to collect all amounts due according to the original terms of
objective evidence that the Authority will not be able to collect all amounts due according to the original terms of
receivables.
receivables.
Financial liabilities at amortised cost are initially recognised on the date they originated. They are initially measured at fair
Financial liabilities at amortised cost are initially recognised on the date they originated. They are initially measured at fair
value plus any directly attributable transaction costs. Subsequent to initial recognition, these financial instruments are
value plus any directly attributable transaction costs. Subsequent to initial recognition, these financial instruments are
measured at amortised cost. Financial instrument liabilities measured at amortised cost include all of the Authority's
measured at amortised cost. Financial instrument liabilities measured at amortised cost include all of the Authority's
contractual payables.
contractual payables.
A financial liability is derecognised when the obligation under the liability is discharged, cancelled or expires.
A financial liability is derecognised when the obligation under the liability is discharged, cancelled or expires.
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7.1.1 Financial instruments: Categorisation

2017
Contractual financial assets
Cash and deposits
Receivables: (i)
Trade receivables
Accrued revenue
Other receivables
Total contractual financial assets

Contractual financial
assets - loans and
receivables
$

Contractual financial liabilities
Payables: (i)
Trade payables
Accrued expenses
Other payables
Total contractual financial liabilities

2016
Contractual financial assets
Cash and deposits
Receivables: (i)
Trade receivables
Accrued revenue
Other receivables
Total contractual financial assets

Total
$

15,112,049

-

15,112,049

99,561
46,465
4
15,258,079

-

99,561
46,465
4
15,258,079

Contractual financial
assets - loans and
receivables
$

Contractual financial liabilities
Payables: (i)
Trade payables
Accrued expenses
Other payables
Total contractual financial liabilities

Contractual
financial
liabilities at
$

71,824
188,978
63,277
324,079

71,824
188,978
63,277
324,079

Contractual
financial
liabilities at
$

Total
$

12,782,572

-

12,782,572

99,656
16,795
250
12,899,273

-

99,656
16,795
250
12,899,273

-

86,534
249,641
80,170
416,346

86,534
249,641
80,170
416,346

(i) The total amounts disclosed here exclude statutory amounts.
7.1.2 Financial risk management objectives and policies
The Authority's main financial risks include credit risk, liquidity risk and interest rate risk. The Authority manages these
financial risks in accordance with its financial risk management policy.
The Authority uses different methods to measure and manage the different risks to which it is exposed. Primary
responsibility for the identification and management of financial risks rests with the financial risk management committee
of the Authority.
Financial instruments: Credit risk
Credit risk refers to the possibility that a borrower will default on its financial obligations as and when they fall due. The
Department’s exposure to credit risk arises from the potential default of a counter party on their contractual obligations
resulting in financial loss to the Department. Credit risk is measured at fair value and is monitored on a regular basis.
Credit risk associated with the Authority's contractual financial assets is minimal because the main debtor is the Victorian
Government. For debtors other than the Government, the Authority has adopted a policy of only dealing with creditworthy
counterparties and obtaining sufficient collateral where appropriate. For cash assets, the Authority's policy is to only deal
with banks with a high credit rating assigned by international credit-rating agencies. All cash and deposits are held with
the Treasury Corporation of Victoria and Australia and New Zealand Bank.
Financial instruments: Liquidity risk
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Credit risk refers to the possibility that a borrower will default on its financial obligations as and when they fall due. The
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resulting in financial loss to the Department. Credit risk is measured at fair value and is monitored on a regular basis.
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Financial instruments: Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk arises from being unable to meet financial obligations as they fall due. The Authority operates under the
Government fair payments policy of settling financial obligations within 30 days and in the event of a dispute, making
payments within 30 days from the date of resolution.
The Authority's exposure to liquidity risk is deemed insignificant based on prior periods' data and current assessment of
risk. The Authority does not have any borrowings, and maintains high levels of cash and deposits readily available to
meet its financial obligations. The Authority manages its liquidity risk by maintaining adequate cash reserves and
continually monitoring the Authority's expenditure commitments and cash flow needs.
Financial instruments: Market risk
The Authority's exposure to market risk is primarily through interest rate risk with significant surplus funds held in term
deposits and deposits at a call. The Authority has no exposure to foreign exchange risk or other price risk.
Cash flow interest rate risk is the risk that the future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes
in market interest rates. The Authority manages its cash flow interest rate risks by investing surplus funds into fixed rate
financial instruments. Management has concluded for cash at bank and deposits at call as financial assets that can be
left at floating rate without necessarily exposing the Authority to significant risk. Management monitors movements in
interest rates on a daily basis.
The carrying amounts of financial assets and financial liabilities that are exposed to interest rates and the Authority's
sensitivity to interest rate risk are set out in the table that follows.
Interest rate exposure of financial instruments
Weighted
average
interest rate %
2017
Financial assets
Cash and deposits
Contractual receivables
Total financial assets
Financial liabilities
Contractual payables
Total financial liabilities
2016
Financial assets
Cash and deposits
Contractual receivables
Total financial assets
Financial liabilities
Contractual payables
Total financial liabilities

1.72
-

-

2.13
-

-

Interest rate exposure
Carrying
amount

Fixed interest Variable
rate
interest rate

Non-interest
bearing

$

$

$

$

15,112,049
146,030
15,258,079

14,000,000
14,000,000

1,111,149
1,111,149

900
146,030
146,930

324,079
324,079

12,782,572
116,700
12,899,273
416,346
416,346

-

11,000,000
11,000,000
-

-

1,781,672
1,781,672
-

324,079
324,079

900
116,700
117,601
416,346
416,346

Interest rate risk sensitivity
The sensitivity analysis below shows the impact on the Authority's net result and equity for a movement of 50 basis points
up and down in market interest rates.

Carrying
amount

Interest rate
-50 basis points
+50 basis points
Revaluation
Revaluation
Net result
Net result
surplus
surplus
$
$
$
$

2017
Cash and deposits (i)

15,112,049

(5,556)

-

5,556

-

2016
Cash and deposits (i)

12,782,572

(8,908)

-

8,908

-

Annual Report 2016/17
(i) Cash and deposits includes $1,111,149 (2016: $1,781,672) that is exposed to floating rates movements. Sensitivities
to these movements are calculated as follows:
• 2017: $1,111,149 x -0.005 = -$5556; and $1,111,149 x 0.005 = $5,556.
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2016
Financial assets
Cash and deposits
Contractual receivables
Total financial assets
Financial liabilities
Contractual payables
Total financial liabilities

2.13
-

-

12,782,572
116,700
12,899,273
416,346
416,346

11,000,000
11,000,000

1,781,672
1,781,672

-

-

900
116,700
117,601
416,346
416,346

Interest rate risk sensitivity
The sensitivity analysis below shows the impact on the Authority's net result and equity for a movement of 50 basis points
up and down in market interest rates.

Carrying
amount

Interest rate
-50 basis points
+50 basis points
Revaluation
Revaluation
Net result
Net result
surplus
surplus
$
$
$
$

2017
Cash and deposits (i)

15,112,049

(5,556)

-

5,556

-

2016
Cash and deposits (i)

12,782,572

(8,908)

-

8,908

-

(i) Cash and deposits includes $1,111,149 (2016: $1,781,672) that is exposed to floating rates movements. Sensitivities
to these movements are calculated as follows:
• 2017: $1,111,149 x -0.005 = -$5556; and $1,111,149 x 0.005 = $5,556.
• 2016: $1,781,672 x -0.005 = -$8,908; and $1,782,572 x 0.005 = $8,908.

7.2 Contingent assets and contingent liabilities
Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are not recognised in the balance sheet but are disclosed and, if quantifiable,
are measured at nominal value.
2017
2016
$
$
Contingent assets
As at 30 June 2017, the Authority has no known contingent assets.
Contingent liabilities
Guarantees for loans to other entities (i)

26,500

26,500

(i) The amount disclosed is the nominal amount of the underlying loan that is guaranteed by the Authority. The Authority
has reviewed its financial guarantees and determined that there is no material liability to be recognised for financial
guarantee contracts at 30 June 2017.

7.3 Fair value determination
Significant judgement: Fair value measurements of assets and liabilities
Fair value determination requires judgement and the use of assumptions. This section discloses the most significant
assumptions used in determining fair values. Changes to assumptions could have a material impact on the results and
financial position of the Authority.
The Authority's property, plant and equipment are carried at fair value.
In addition, the fair values of other assets and liabilities which are carried at amortised cost, also need to be determined
for disclosure purposes.
The Authority determines the policies and procedures for determining fair values for both financial and non-financial
assets and liabilities as required.
Fair value hierarchy
In determining fair values a number of inputs are used. To increase consistency and comparability in the financial
statements, these inputs are categorised into three levels, also known as the fair value hierarchy. The levels are as
follows:





Level 1 – Quoted (unadjusted) market prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities;
Level 2 – Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement
is directly or indirectly observable; and
Level 3 – Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement
is unobservable.

The Authority determines whether transfers have occurred between levels in the hierarchy by reassessing categorisation
(based on the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement as a whole) at the end of each reporting
period.
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7.3.1 Fair value determination of financial assets and liabilities
The Authority currently holds a range of financial instruments that are recorded in the financial statements where the
carrying amounts are a reasonable approximation of fair value, either due to their short-term nature or with the
expectation that they will be paid in full by the end of the 2016-17 reporting period.
These financial instruments include:
Financial assets
Financial liabilities
Cash and deposits
Payables:
Receivables:
 Trade payables
 Trade receivables
 Accrued expenses
 Accrued revenue
 Other payables
 Other receivables
7.3.1 Fair value determination: Non-financial physical assets
Fair value measurement hierarchy

Land at Fair Value
Non-specialised land
Specialised land
Total Land at Fair Value

Carrying
amount as at
30 June 2017
$
323,000
78,000
401,000

Fair Value measurement at end of
reporting period using:
Level 1 (i)
Level 2 (i)
Level 3 (i)
$
$
$

-

-

323,000
323,000

78,000
78,000

Buildings at Fair Value
Non-specialised buildings
Total Buildings at Fair Value

273,001
273,001

-

-

273,001
273,001

Works assets at Fair Value
Works assets
Total Infrastructure at Fair Value

143,450
143,450

-

-

143,450
143,450

36,121
36,121

-

-

36,121
36,121

Office furniture and equipment at Fair Value
Office furniture and equipment
Total Office furniture and equipment at Fair Value

106,754
106,754

-

-

106,754
106,754

Motor vehicles at Fair Value
Motor vehicles
Total Motor vehicles at Fair Value

602,596
602,596

-

-

602,596
602,596

Plant and equipment at Fair Value
Plant and equipment
Total Plant and equipment at Fair Value

Note:
(i) Classified in accordance with the fair value hierarchy, see Note 7.3.
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Land at Fair Value
Non-specialised land
Land at Fair ValueSpecialised land
land
Total Land at FairNon-specialised
Value
Specialised land
Total Land
at Fair
Value
Buildings
at Fair
Value
Non-specialised buildings
Buildings
at Fair Value
Total
Buildings
at Fair Value
Non-specialised buildings
Total Buildings
at Fair
Value
Works
assets at Fair
Value
Works assets
WorksInfrastructure
assets at Fair at
Value
Total
Fair Value
Works assets
Total and
Infrastructure
at Fair
FairValue
Value
Plant
equipment at
Plant and equipment
Plant and
equipment
at Fair Value
Total
Plant
and equipment
at Fair Value
Plant and equipment
Total Plant
andand
equipment
atat
Fair
Office
furniture
equipment
FairValue
Value
Office furniture and equipment
OfficeOffice
furniture
and equipment
at Fair Value
Total
furniture
and equipment
at Fair Value
Office furniture and equipment
Total Office
furniture
and equipment at Fair Value
Motor
vehicles
at Fair Value
Motor vehicles
Motor Motor
vehicles
at Fair Value
Total
vehicles
at Fair Value
Motor vehicles
Total Motor vehicles
Value
Non-specialised
land at
& Fair
non-specialised
buildings

Carrying
amount as at
30Carrying
June 2016
amount as at$
30 June 2016
323,000$
78,000
323,000
401,000
78,000
401,000
280,001
280,001
280,001
280,001
151,000
151,000
151,000
151,000
52,662
52,662
52,662
52,662
101,382
101,382
101,382
101,382
840,633
840,633
840,633
840,633

Fair Value measurement at end of
reporting period using:
Fair
Value
of 3
Level
1 measurement
Level 2 at end
Level
reporting
period $
using:
$
$
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
- $
- $
323,000$
78,000
-323,000
323,000
78,000
78,000
323,000
78,000
280,001
280,001
280,001
280,001
151,000
151,000
151,000
151,000
52,662
52,662
52,662
52,662
101,382
101,382
101,382
101,382
840,633
840,633
840,633
840,633
-

Non-specialised land is valued using the market approach. Under this valuation method, the assets are compared to
Non-specialised
& or
non-specialised
buildings
recent
comparableland
sales
sales of comparable
assets which are considered to have nominal or no added improvement
Non-specialised
land is valued
using
thevalue
market
approach. Under this valuation method, the assets are compared to
value,
and are classified
as Level
2 fair
measurements.
recent comparable sales or sales of comparable assets which are considered to have nominal or no added improvement
value,
are classified
as Level 2buildings,
fair value the
measurements.
For
theand
Authority's
non-specialised
depreciated replacement cost method is used, adjusting for the
associated depreciations. As depreciation adjustments are considered as significant, unobservable inputs in nature, nonFor the Authority's
non-specialised
buildings,
replacement cost method is used, adjusting for the
specialised
buildings
are classified as
Level 3 the
fairdepreciated
value measurements.
associated depreciations. As depreciation adjustments are considered as significant, unobservable inputs in nature, nonspecialised
buildingsland
are and
classified
as Level 3 buildings,
fair value measurements.
For
non-specialised
non-specialised
an independent valuation was performed by the Valuer-General
Victoria (VGV) to determine the fair value using the market approach. Valuation of the assets was determined by
For non-specialised
land
andand
non-specialised
buildings,
independent
valuation
by the specific
Valuer-General
analysing
comparable
sales
allowing for share,
size,an
topography,
location
and was
otherperformed
relevant factors
to the
Victoria
(VGV)
to determine
fair analysed,
value using
market approach.
Valuation
of the
was
by
asset
being
valued.
From thethe
sales
anthe
appropriate
rate per square
metre
wasassets
applied
to determined
the subject asset.
The
analysingdate
comparable
sales and
share, size, topography, location and other relevant factors specific to the
effective
of the valuation
wasallowing
30 Junefor
2016.
asset being valued. From the sales analysed, an appropriate rate per square metre was applied to the subject asset. The
effective date of the valuation was 30 June 2016.
Specialised land
The market approach is also used for specialised land, although is adjusted for the community service obligation (CSO)
to reflect the specialised nature of the land being valued.
The CSO adjustment is a reflection of the valuer's assessment of the impact of restrictions associated with an asset to
the extent that is also equally applicate to market participants. This approach is in light of the highest and best use
consideration required for fair value measurement, and takes into account the use of the asset that is physically possible,
legally permissible, and financially feasible. As adjustments of CSO are considered as significant unobservable inputs in
nature, specialised land would be classified as Level 3 assets.
An independent valuation of the Authority's specialised land was performed by the Valuer-General Victoria using the
market approach adjusted for CSO. The effective date of the valuation was 30 June 2016.
Works assets
Works assets represent an owned Quarry, which is valued using the depreciated replacement cost method.
An independent valuation of the Authority's works assets was performed by the Valuer-General Victoria (VGV) to
determine the fair value using the market approach. Valuation of the assets was determined by analysing comparable
sales and allowing for share, size, topography, location and other relevant factors specific to the asset being valued.
From the sales analysed, an appropriate rate per square metre was applied to the subject asset. The effective date of the
valuation was 30 June 2016.
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Works assets
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An independent valuation of the Authority's works assets was performed by the Valuer-General Victoria (VGV) to
determine the fair value using the market approach. Valuation of the assets was determined by analysing comparable
sales and allowing for share, size, topography, location and other relevant factors specific to the asset being valued.
From the sales analysed, an appropriate rate per square metre was applied to the subject asset. The effective date of the
valuation was 30 June 2016.

6

Motor vehicles
Motor vehicles are valued using the depreciated replacement cost method. The Authority acquires new vehicles and at
times disposes of them before the end of their economic life. The process of acquisition, use and disposal in the market
is managed by experienced fleet managers in the Authority who set relevant depreciation rates during use to reflect the
utilisation of the motor vehicles.
Plant and equipment and Office furniture and equipment
Plant and equipment and office furniture and equipment is held at fair value. When plant and equipment or office
furniture and equipment is specialised in use, such that it is rarely sold other than as part of a going concern, fair value is
determined using the depreciated replacement cost method.
There were no changes in valuation techniques throughout the period to 30 June 2017.
For all assets measured at fair value, the current use is considered the highest and best use.
Reconciliation of Level 3 fair value movements
Specialised
Land

Nonspecialised
buildings Works assets
$
$
273,001
143,450
-

Office
Plant and furniture and
equipment
equipment
$
$
52,662
101,382
59,748
(16,541)
(54,375)
-

Motor
vehicles
$
840,633
53,456
(291,493)
-

106,755

602,596

106,755
106,755

602,596
602,596

142,153
58,723
(99,473)
(21)

841,859
261,639
(289,254)
26,389

101,382

840,633

101,382
101,382

840,633
840,633

2016-17
Opening Balance
78,000
Purchases (sales)
Transfers in (out) of Level 3 (i)
Depreciation
Gains or losses recognised in
net result
Subtotal
78,000
273,001
143,450
36,121
Gains or losses recognised in other economic flows - other comprehensive income
Revaluation
Subtotal
78,000
273,001
143,450
36,121
Closing Balance
78,000
273,001
143,450
36,121

2015-16
Opening Balance
80,000
272,758
120,000
83,143
Purchases (sales)
(54,670)
Transfers in (out) of Level 3
(265,058)
(112,500)
(7,500)
Depreciation
(7,700)
(20,170)
Gains or losses recognised in
44,360
net result
Subtotal
80,000
52,662
Gains or losses recognised in other economic flows - other comprehensive income
Revaluation
(2,000)
Subtotal
78,000
52,662
Closing Balance
78,000
52,662

(i) Transfers into Level 3 for non-specialised buildings and works assets are due to depreciation adjustments to fair value
determinations as at 30 June 2016 using the market approach.
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Description of significant unobservable inputs to Level 3 valuations

Specialised land

Valuation technique
Market approach

Significant unobservable inputs
Community Service Obligation (CSO)
adjustment

Non-specialised buildings

Depreciated replacement cost

Direct cost per square meter
Useful life of non-specialised buildings

Works assets

Depreciated replacement cost

Direct cost per square meter
Useful life of quarry

Plant and equipment

Depreciated replacement cost

Cost per unit
Useful life of plant and equipment

Office furniture and
equipment

Depreciated replacement cost

Motor vehicles

Depreciated replacement cost

Cost per unit
Useful life of furniture and equipment
Cost per unit
Useful life of vehicles

Significant unobservable inputs have remained unchanged since June 2016.

8. OTHER DISCLOSURES
This section provides additional material disclosures required by accounting standards or otherwise, for the
understanding of this financial report.
Structure
8.1 Ex-gratia expenses
8.2 Other economic flows included in net result
8.3 Reserves
8.4 Responsible persons
8.5 Remuneration of executive officers
8.6 Related parties
8.7 Remuneration of auditors
8.8 Subsequent events
8.9 Australian Accounting Standards issued that are not yet effective

8.1 Ex-gratia expenses

The Authority had no Ex-gratia expenses for the year ending 30 June 2017 (2016 $0).

8.2 Other economic flows included in net result
Other economic flows measure the change in volume or value of assets or liabilities that do not result from transactions.

Net gain/(loss) on disposal of non-financial assets
Proceeds from sale of non-financial assets
Less written down value
Total net gain/(loss) on disposal of non-financial assets

8.3 Reserves
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Physical asset revaluation surplus:(i)
Balance at beginning of financial year
Revaluation increments
Balance
at end Catchment
of financialManagement
year
West
Gippsland
Authority
Committed funds reserve: (ii)
Balance at beginning of financial year

2017
$

2016
$

124,812
(107,346)
17,466

306,181
(235,453)
70,728

2017
$

2016
$

395,359
395,359

290,916
104,443
395,359

4,062,699

2,965,005

8.2 Other economic flows included in net result
Other economic flows measure the change in volume or value of assets or liabilities that do not result from transactions.
2017
$

2016
$

124,812
(107,346)
17,466

306,181
(235,453)
70,728

2017
$

2016
$

395,359
395,359

290,916
104,443
395,359

Committed funds reserve: (ii)
Balance at beginning of financial year
Net transfers from accumulated funds
Balance at end of financial year

4,062,699
2,121,121
6,183,818

2,965,005
1,097,694
4,062,699

Total Reserves

6,579,177

4,458,057

Net gain/(loss) on disposal of non-financial assets
Proceeds from sale of non-financial assets
Less written down value
Total net gain/(loss) on disposal of non-financial assets

8.3 Reserves
Physical asset revaluation surplus:(i)
Balance at beginning of financial year
Revaluation increments
Balance at end of financial year
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(i) The physical assets revaluation surplus arises on the revaluation of land and buildings and works assets.
(ii) The Committed funds reserve has been established to recognise that the Authority receives funding for programs in
advance of the program works taking place. The Authority is committed to expending these funds in accordance with its
Corporate Plan in succeeding years. At the end of the financial year any Accumulated Funds which represents
unexpended program funding, has been transferred to the reserve.

8.4 Responsible persons
In accordance with the Ministerial Directions issued by the Minister for Finance under the Financial Management Act
1994 , the following disclosures are made regarding responsible persons for the reporting period.
The names of the persons who were responsible persons of the Authority at any time during the financial year were:
The Hon. Lisa Neville, MP
The Hon. Liliana D'Ambrosio
Angus Hume
Ian Gibson
Martin Fuller
John Anderson
Barbara Johnson
Warrick Wilson
Christine Holland
Evelyn Hildebrant
Courtney Mraz
Mikaela Power

Minister for Water
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
(Chair)
(Board Member & Deputy Chair)
(CEO)
(Board Member)
(Board Member)
(Board Member)
(Board Member)
(Board Member)
(Board Member)
(Board Member)

01 Jul 2016 to 30 Jun 2017
01 Jul 2016 to 30 Jun 2017
01 Jul 2016 to 30 Jun 2017
01 Jul 2016 to 30 Jun 2017
01 Jul 2016 to 30 Jun 2017
01 Jul 2016 to 04 Apr 2017
01 Jul 2016 to 30 Jun 2017
01 Jul 2016 to 30 Jun 2017
01 Jul 2016 to 30 Jun 2017
01 Jul 2016 to 30 Jun 2017
01 Jul 2016 to 30 Jun 2017
01 Jul 2016 to 30 Jun 2017

Remuneration
Remuneration received or receivable from the Authority in connection with the management of the Authority during the
reporting period was:
Income band
$0–$9,999
$10,000–$19,999
$30,000–$39,999
$40,000–$49,999
$210,000-$219,999
Total number of Responsible persons
Total Remuneration $

2017
1
7
1
0
1
10
358,055

2016
4
6
0
1
1
12
356,667

The compensation detailed above excludes the salaries and benefits the Portfolio Ministers receive. The Ministers'
remuneration and allowances is set by the Parliamentary Salaries and Superannuation Act 1968 and is reported within
the Department of Parliamentary Services' Financial Report.
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8.5 Remuneration of executive officers
The number of executive officers, other than ministers and accountable officers, and their total remuneration during the
reporting period are shown in the table below. Total annualised employee equivalents provides a measure of full time
equivalent executive officers over the reporting period.
Remuneration comprises employee benefits in all forms of consideration paid, payable or provided by the entity, or on
behalf of the entity, in exchange for services rendered, and is disclosed in the following categories.
Short-term employee benefits include amounts such as wages, salaries, annual leave or sick leave that are usually paid
or payable on a regular basis, as well as non-monetary benefits such as allowances and free or subsidised goods or
services.
Post-employment benefits include pensions and other retirement benefits paid or payable or a discrete basis when
employment has ceased.
Other long-term benefits include long service leave, other long-service benefit or deferred compensation.
Termination benefits include termination of employment payments, such as severance packages.
Share-based payments are cash or other assets paid or payable as agreed between the entity and the employee,
provided specific vesting conditions, if any, are met.
Remuneration
Short-term employee benefits
Post-employment benefits
Other long-term benefits
Termination benefits
Share-based payments
Total remuneration
Total number or executives (i)
Total annualised employee equivalents (ii)

2017
$
351,777
34,771
2,806
389,354
3
2.6

Notes:
(i) No comparatives have been reported because remuneration in the prior year was determined in line with the basis
and definition under FRD 21B.
(ii) The total number of executive officers includes persons who meet the definition of Key Management Personnel
(KMP) of the entity under AASB 124 Related Party Disclosures and are also reported within the related parties note
disclosure (Note 8.6)
(iii) Annualised employee equivalent is based on the time fraction worked over the reporting period.

8.6 Related parties
Related parties of the Authority include:



all key management personnel and their close family members and personal business interests (controlled
entities, joint ventures and entities they have significant influence over);
 all cabinet ministers and their close family members; and
 all departments and public sector entitles that are controlled and consolidated into the whole of state
consolidated financial statements.
All related party transactions have been entered into on an arm's length basis.
Significant transactions with government-related entities
WGCMA is a wholly owned and controlled entity of the state of Victoria. During the year, the Authority received
significant funding from the following government-related entities:
$
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
10,812,143
East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority
1,142,000
Throughout the year the Authority also received partnership contributions from other CMA's for the recovery of shared
business system expenses totalling $321,322.
During the year, the Authority made significant payments to the following government-related entities:
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Throughout the year the Authority also received partnership contributions from other CMA's for the recovery of shared
business system expenses totalling $321,322.
During the year, the Authority made significant payments to the following government-related entities:
Entity
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
Trust for Nature (Victoria)
Parks Victoria
Gippsland and Southern Rural Water Corporation

Payments made
$
426,024
157,200
201,609
116,873

Key management personnel of the Authority includes all Responsible persons as listed in Note 8.4, and all members of
the executive team which includes:
Mr Adam Dunn
Statutory Planning Manager
Mr Dan Garlick
Catchment Planning and Delivery Manager
Ms Kylie Johnson
Corporate Services Manager
The compensation detailed below excludes the salaries and benefits the Portfolio Minister receives. The Minister’s
remuneration and allowances is set by the Parliamentary Salaries and Superannuation Act 1968 and is reported within
the Department of Parliamentary Services’ Financial Report.
Compensation of KMPs

2017
$
679,711
64,892
2,806
747,409

Short-term employee benefits
Post-employment benefits
Other long-term benefits
Termination benefits
Share-based payments
Total

There were no significant related party transactions or balances that involved key management personnel, their close
family members and their personal business interest.

8.7 Remuneration of auditors
Victorian Auditor-General's Office for audit of financial statements
Internal audit costs
Total auditors' remuneration

2017
$
13,200
31,123
44,323

2016
$
12,800
21,794
34,594

8.8 Subsequent events
No matters or circumstances have arisen since the end of the reporting period which significantly affected or may
significantly affect the operations of the authority, the results of those operations, or the state of affairs of the authority in
future financial years.
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8.9 Australian Accounting Standards issued that are not yet effective

Certain new Australian Accounting Standards (AAS) have been published that are not mandatory for the 30 June 2017
reporting period. DTF assesses the impact of all these new standards and advises the Authority of their applicability and
early adoption where applicable. The following is a list of the AASs issued but are not yet effective for the 2016-17
reporting period.
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Applicable for
annual reporting
Impact on financial
periods
statements
beginning on or
after

Standard / Interpretation

Summary

AASB 9 Financial Instruments

The key changes include the simplified 1 Jan 2018
requirements for the classification and
measurement of financial assets, a
new hedging accounting model and a
revised impairment loss model to
recognise impairment losses earlier,
as opposed to the current approach
that recognises impairment only when
incurred.

The assessment has
identified that the
amendments are likely to
result in earlier recognition
of impairment losses and at
more regular intervals.
While there will be no
significant impact arising
from AASB 9, there will be
a change to the way
financial instruments are
disclosed.

AASB 2010-7 Amendments to
Australian Accounting
Standards arising from AASB 9
(December 2010) [AASB 1, 3, 4,
5, 7, 101, 102, 108, 112, 118,
120, 121, 127, 128, 131, 132,
136, 137, 139, 1023 & 1038 and
Interpretations 2, 5, 10, 12, 19 &
127]

1 Jan 2018
The requirements for classifying and
measuring financial liabilities were
added to AASB 9. The existing
requirements for the classification of
financial liabilities and the ability to use
the fair value option have been
retained. However, where the fair
value option is used for financial
liabilities the change in fair value is
accounted for as follows:
• the change in fair value attributable to
changes in credit risk is presented in
other comprehensive income (OCI);
and
• other fair value changes are
presented in profit or loss. If this
approach creates or enlarges an
accounting mismatch in the profit or
loss, the effect of the changes in credit
risk are also presented in profit or loss.

The assessment has
indicated that there will be
no significant impact on the
Authority's financial
statements.

West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority
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8.9 Australian Accounting Standards issued that are not yet effective

Certain new Australian Accounting Standards (AAS) have been published that are not mandatory for the 30 June 2017
reporting period. DTF assesses the impact of all these new standards and advises the Authority of their applicability and
early adoption where applicable. The following is a list of the AASs issued but are not yet effective for the 2016-17
reporting period.
Applicable for
annual reporting
Impact on financial
periods
statements
beginning on or
after

Standard / Interpretation

Summary

AASB 9
Financial
Instruments
2014-1
Amendments
to
Australian Accounting
Standards [Part E Financial
Instruments ]

Amends
various AASs
to the
reflect
the
The
key changes
include
simplified
1 Jan 2018
AASB's decision
the
requirements
for to
thedefer
classification
and
mandatory application
dateassets,
of AASB
measurement
of financial
a 9
to annual
reporting
periods
beginning
new
hedging
accounting
model
and a
on or after
1 Januaryloss
2018
as ato
revised
impairment
model
consequence
of Chapter
6 Hedge
recognise
impairment
losses
earlier,
Accounting,
and
tocurrent
amendapproach
reduced
as
opposed to
the
disclosure
requirements.
that
recognises
impairment only when
incurred.
Amends various AASs to incorporate 1 Jan 2018
the consequential amendments arising
from the issuance of AASB 9.

AASB 2014-7 Amendments to
Australian Accounting
Standards arising from AASB 9

The
has
This assessment
amending standard
will
identified
that the
defer the application
period
amendments
are 2018-19
likely to
of AASB 9 to the
result
in earlier
reporting
periodrecognition
in
of
impairment
losses
accordance
with
the and at
more
regular
intervals.
transition
requirements.
While there will be no
significant impact arising
from AASB 9, there will be
a
change
to the way
The
assessment
has
financial
arebe
indicatedinstruments
that there will
disclosed.
no significant impact for the
public sector.
The assessment has
The changes
revenue
indicated
that in
there
will be
recognition
requirements
in
no
significant
impact on the
AASB 15 may
result in
Authority's
financial
changes to the timing and
statements.
amount of revenue
recorded in the financial
statements. The Standard
will also require additional
disclosures on service
revenue and contract
modifications.

The requirements for classifying and
The core principle
AASB 15were
requires
measuring
financialofliabilities
an entity
recognise
added
to to
AASB
9. Therevenue
existingwhen
the entity satisfies
a performance
requirements
for the
classification of
obligationliabilities
by transferring
promised
financial
and theaability
to use
good
orvalue
service
to a have
customer.
the
fair
option
been
retained. However, where the fair
value option is used for financial
liabilities the change in fair value is
accounted for as follows:
• the change in fair value attributable to
changes in credit risk is presented in
other comprehensive income (OCI);
Amends the measurement of trade
AASB 2014-5 Amendments to
and
and the
recognition
•receivables
other fair value
changes
are of
Australian Accounting
dividends. in profit or loss. If this
Standards arising from AASB 15 presented
Trade receivables,
do not an
have a
approach
creates orthat
enlarges
significant financing
accounting
mismatchcomponent,
in the profitare
or to
be measured
loss,
the effectatoftheir
the transaction
changes in price,
credit
at initial
recognition.
risk
are also
presented in profit or loss.
Dividends are recognised in the profit
and loss only when:
• the entity's right to receive payment
of the dividend is established;
• it is probable that the economic
benefits associated with the dividend
will flow to the entity; and
• the amount can be measured
reliably.

1 Jan 2018
1 Jan 2018

1 Jan 2017,
except
amendments to
AASB 9
(December 2009)
and AASB 9
(December 2010)
apply 1 Jan 2018.

The assessment has
indicated that there will be
no significant impact for the
public sector.

AASB 2015-8 Amendments to
Australian Accounting
Standards - Effective Date of
AASB 15

1 Jan 2018

This amending standard will
defer the application period
of AASB 15 for for-profit
entities to the 2018-19
reporting period in
accordance with the
transition requirements.

AASB 2010-7 Amendments to
AASB 15 Revenue
from
Australian
Accounting
Contracts with
Customers
Standards
arising
from AASB 9
(December 2010) [AASB 1, 3, 4,
5, 7, 101, 102, 108, 112, 118,
120, 121, 127, 128, 131, 132,
136, 137, 139, 1023 & 1038 and
Interpretations 2, 5, 10, 12, 19 &
127]

This standards defers the mandatory
effective date of AASB 15 from 1
January 2017 to 1 January 2018.

6
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8.9 Australian Accounting Standards issued that are not yet effective

Certain new Australian Accounting Standards (AAS) have been published that are not mandatory for the 30 June 2017
reporting period. DTF assesses the impact of all these new standards and advises the Authority of their applicability and
early adoption where applicable. The following is a list of the AASs issued but are not yet effective for the 2016-17
reporting period.

Standard / Interpretation

Summary

AASB 9
Financial
Instruments
2016-3
Amendments
to
Australian Accounting
Standards - Clarifications to
AASB 15

This key
Standard
amends
AASB
15 to
The
changes
include
the simplified
clarify requirements
identifying and
requirements
for theon
classification
performance obligations,
measurement
of financialprincipal
assets, a
versus
agent accounting
considerations
andand
thea
new
hedging
model
timing ofimpairment
recognisingloss
revenue
revised
modelfrom
to
granting a impairment
licence.
recognise
losses earlier,
Theopposed
amendments
as
to the require:
current approach
• a promise
to transfer
to a customer
that
recognises
impairment
only whena
good or service that is 'distant' to be
incurred.
recognised as a separate performance
obligation;
• for items purchased online, the entity
is a principal if it obtains control of the
goodrequirements
or service prior
transferring
The
for to
classifying
andto
AASB 2010-7 Amendments to
the customer;
and liabilities were
measuring
financial
Australian Accounting
• for licences
identified
as being
to AASB
9. The existing
Standards arising from AASB 9 added
distinct from other
goods
or services
for the
classification
of in
(December 2010) [AASB 1, 3, 4, requirements
a contract,
entitiesand
need
determine
financial
liabilities
thetoability
to use
5, 7, 101, 102, 108, 112, 118,
whether
the licence
to the
the
fair value
option transfers
have been
120, 121, 127, 128, 131, 132,
customerHowever,
over time where
(right to
use)
the
fairor at
136, 137, 139, 1023 & 1038 and retained.
a pointoption
in time
is (right
used to
foraccess).
financial
Interpretations 2, 5, 10, 12, 19 & value
liabilities the change in fair value is
127]
accounted for as follows:
•This
the standard
change indefers
fair value
attributable to
AASB 2016-7 Amendments to
the mandatory
changes
in credit
risk is15
presented
in
effective date
of AASB
for not-forAustralian Accounting
other
comprehensive
income2018
(OCI);to 1
profit entities
from 1 January
Standards - Deferral of AASB
and
January 2019.
15 for Not-for-Profit Entities
• other fair value changes are
presented in profit or loss. If this
approach
creates
or enlarges
This Standards
amends
AASBan
9 and
AASB 2016-8 Amendments to
accounting
in the profit or
AASB 15 tomismatch
include requirements
and
Australian Accounting
loss,
the effect of
the changes
in credit
implementation
guidance
to assist
notStandards - Australian
risk
are also
presented
in profit
for-profit
entities
in applying
the or loss.
Implementation Guidance for
respective standards to particular
Not-for-Profit Entities
transactions and events.
The amendments:
• require non-contractual receivables
arising from statutory requirements
(i.e. taxes, rates and fines) to be
initially measured and recognised in
accordance with AASB 9 as if those
receivables are financial instruments;
and
• clarifies circumstances when a
contract with a customer is within the
scope of AASB 15.
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Applicable for
annual reporting
Impact on financial
periods
statements
beginning on or
after
1 Jan 2018

The assessment has
identified
indicated that the
there will be
amendments
likely
no significant are
impact
fortothe
result
earlierother
recognition
public in
sector,
than the
of
impairment
losses
and at
impact
identified
for AASB
more
regular intervals.
15 above.
While there will be no
significant impact arising
from AASB 9, there will be
a change to the way
financial instruments are
disclosed.

1 Jan 2018

The assessment has
indicated that there will be
no significant impact on the
Authority's financial
statements.

1 Jan 2019

This amending standard will
defer the application period
of AASB 15 for not-for-profit
entities to the 2019-20
reporting period.

1 Jan 2019

The assessment has
indicated that there will be
no significant impact for the
public sector, other than the
impacts identified for AASB
9 and AASB 15 above.

SECTION
8.9 Australian Accounting Standards issued that are not yet effective

Certain new Australian Accounting Standards (AAS) have been published that are not mandatory for the 30 June 2017
reporting period. DTF assesses the impact of all these new standards and advises the Authority of their applicability and
early adoption where applicable. The following is a list of the AASs issued but are not yet effective for the 2016-17
reporting period.
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Applicable for
annual reporting
Impact on financial
periods
statements
beginning on or
after

Standard / Interpretation

Summary

16Financial
Leases Instruments
AASB 9

2019
The key changes include the simplified 1 Jan 2018
The key changes
introduced
by AASB
requirements
for the
classification
and
16 include the of
recognition
of mosta
measurement
financial assets,
operating
leases
(which are
currently
new
hedging
accounting
model
and a
not recognised)
on balance
sheet.
revised
impairment
loss model
to
recognise impairment losses earlier,
as opposed to the current approach
that recognises impairment only when
incurred.

AASB 2010-7 Amendments to
Australian Accounting
Standards arising from AASB 9
(December 2010) [AASB 1, 3, 4,
5, 7, 101, 102, 108, 112, 118,
120, 121, 127, 128, 131, 132,
AASB137,
2016-4
136,
139,Amendments
1023 & 1038 to
and
Australian Accounting
Interpretations
2, 5, 10, 12, 19 &
Standards - Recoverable
127]
Amount of Non-CashGenerating Specialised Assets
of Not-for-Profit Entities

1 Jan 2018
The requirements for classifying and
measuring financial liabilities were
added to AASB 9. The existing
requirements for the classification of
financial liabilities and the ability to use
the fair value option have been
1 Jan 2017
The Standards
amends
AASB
136
retained.
However,
where
the fair
Impairment
tofinancial
remove
value
optionof
is Assets
used for
references
using depreciation
liabilities
thetochange
in fair value is
replacement
(DRC) as a measure
accounted
forcost
as follows:
•ofthe
change
in for
fairnot-for-profit
value attributable to
value
in use
changes
entities. in credit risk is presented in
other comprehensive income (OCI);
and
• other fair value changes are
presented in profit or loss. If this
approach creates or enlarges an
accounting mismatch in the profit or
loss, the effect of the changes in credit
risk are also presented in profit or loss.

AASB 1058 Income of Not-forProfit Entities

This Standard will replace AASB 1004 1 Jan 2019
Contributions and establishes priciples
for transactions that are not within the
cope of AASB 15, where the
consideration to acquire an asset is
significantly less than fair value to
enable not-for-profit entities to further
their objectives.

The assessment has
The assessment
identified
that the has
indicated that are
as most
amendments
likely to
operating
leases
will come
result
in earlier
recognition
onimpairment
balance sheet,
of
losses and at
recognition
ofintervals.
the right-ofmore
regular
use assets
While
thereand
will lease
be no
liabilities will
causearising
net debt
significant
impact
to increase.
from
AASB 9, there will be
Rather
than
expensing
a
change
to the
way the
lease payments,
financial
instruments are
depreciation of right-of-use
disclosed.
assets and interest on lease
liabilities
will be recognised
The
assessment
has
in the income
statement
indicated
that there
will be
withsignificant
marginal impact on the
no
operating surplus.
Authority's
financial
No change for lessors.
statements.
The assessment has
indicated that there is
minimal impact. Given the
specialised nature and
restrictions of public sector
assets, the existing use is
presumed to be the highest
and best use (HBU), hence
current replacement cost
under AASB13 Fair Value
Measurement is the same
as the depreciated
replacement cost concept
under AASB 136.
The assessment has
indicated that revenue from
capital grants that are
provided under an
enforceable agreement that
have sufficiently specific
obligations, will now be
deferred and recognised as
performance obligations are
satisfied. As a result, the
timing recognition of
revenue will change.
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SECTION

6

Independent Auditor’s Report
To the Board of the West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority
Opinion

I have audited the financial report of the West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority
(the authority) which comprises the:







balance sheet as at 30 June 2017
comprehensive operating statement for the year then ended
statement of changes in equity for the year then ended
cash flow statement for the year then ended
notes to the financial statements
declaration in the financial statements.

In my opinion the financial report presents fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of the authority as at 30 June 2017 and their financial performance and cash flows
for the year then ended in accordance with the financial reporting requirements of Part 7 of
the Financial Management Act 1994 and applicable Australian Accounting Standards.
Basis for
Opinion

I have conducted my audit in accordance with the Audit Act 1994 which incorporates the
Australian Auditing Standards. My responsibilities under the Act are further described in the
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report section of my report.
My independence is established by the Constitution Act 1975. My staff and I are
independent of the authority in accordance with the ethical requirements of the Accounting
Professional and Ethical Standards Board’s APES 110 Code of Ethics for Professional
Accountants (the Code) that are relevant to my audit of the financial report in Australia. My
staff and I have also fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the Code.
I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for my opinion.

Board’s
responsibilities
for the
financial
report

The Board of the authority is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the
financial report in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards and the Financial
Management Act 1994, and for such internal control as the Board determines is necessary
to enable the preparation and fair presentation of a financial report that is free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial report, the Board is responsible for assessing the authority’s ability
to continue as a going concern, and using the going concern basis of accounting unless it is
inappropriate to do so.
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6
Auditor’s
responsibilities
for the audit
of the financial
report

As required by the Audit Act 1994, my responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial
report based on the audit. My objectives for the audit are to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial report as a whole is free from material misstatement, whether
due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes my opinion. Reasonable
assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in
accordance with the Australian Auditing Standards will always detect a material
misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are
considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected
to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of this financial report.
As part of an audit in accordance with the Australian Auditing Standards, I exercise
professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. I also:









identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether
due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks,
and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is
higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery,
intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design
audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the authority’s internal control
evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the Board
conclude on the appropriateness of the Board’s use of the going concern basis of
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material
uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on
the authority’s ability to continue as a going concern. If I conclude that a material
uncertainty exists, I am required to draw attention in my auditor’s report to the
related disclosures in the financial report or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to
modify my opinion. My conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to
the date of my auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the
authority to cease to continue as a going concern.
evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial report,
including the disclosures, and whether the financial report represents the underlying
transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

I communicate with the Board regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and
timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in
internal control that I identify during my audit.

MELBOURNE
4 September 2017

Roberta Skliros
as delegate for the Auditor-General of Victoria
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“We commit to working respectfully and
supportively with and for our staff, our
communities and the environment. Our
ethics are based on integrity, fairness and
credibility. This forms the basis for how we
at West Gippsland Catchment Management
Authority approach all our work.”
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